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INTRODUCTION 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF sr. GEORGE'S CATHEDRAL, 
CAPE TOWN 
The first recorded Church of England service at the Cape 
took place in 1749, but for almost a century after that date Anglicans 
had no place of worship of their own. From about 1807 onwards the 
Groote Kerk in Adderley Street was regularly lent to the Chaplain on 
Sundays and the Kerkraad even allowed their bells to be rung to inform 
' the British that it was time for their service. 
In October 1827, for the first time in history, a bishop of 
the Church of England visited Cape Town. This was Dr. J.T. James, 
Bishop of Ca lcutta, who l anded for a few days on his first voyage to 
India and was met by the Governor and his staff in great state. A 
meeting was held at which Bishop James was present and the eighteen 
gentlemen discussed proposals for the building of an English Church in 
Cape Town. "It was proposed that the building should hold at least 
1,000 people. The Bishop said that the Home Government would grant 
ground and half the expenses ••• He reminded them of their obligation to' 
the Dutch Church, who for so many years had allowed them to use their 
I - 2 -sanctuary, and he exhorted them t o be act ive and persevering and 
remain attached to the doctrine and discipline of the Church of 
their forefathers, that vener abl e Church based on the foundation of 
Christ and His Apostles.,,( i ) 
As a r esult of t his meeting the Governor gave the site in 
the Gardens (at the foot of the Avenue ) on which St . George 's 
Cathedral now stands, and the s ite was consecrated by Bishop James on 
October 23rd, just before he sailed for Calcutta . "But after his 
departure the gl ow f aded away, di fficulti es and quarrel s appeared ••• 
and t he scheme was shelved for two years.,,(ii) 
However, on St. George 's Day , 23rd April 1830 , the foundation 
stone of St . George's Church was laid by the Governor, Sir Lowry Cole, 
with mi litary and Ma sonic honours . A triumphal arch was erected and 
troops lined the streets through which the pr ocession was t o pass . 
'The name of the street at the head of which the Cathedral stands was 
changed from Ber gh Str eet to St . George ' s street , and the contract was 
signed for a building to hold 1,100 to 1,200 persons f or £12,000 
exclusive of enclosure , gates , bel l s and organ , but including pulpit, 
reading and cl erk 's desks and all the work of the altar.,, (ili) 
(i) Lewi s & Edwards: "Historical Records of the Church 
of the Province of South Africa ", p.IS. 
(ii) ibid: p.18. 
(ili ) ibid: p.20. 
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"Four years later invitations were sent to ministers, 
deacons and elders of other l ocal churches to attend Divine Service 
in the newly opened building. Bells pealed, the congregation mustered, 
and the Reverend George Hough, Senior Colonial Chaplain, preached a 
sermon (which was subsequently published) on St. Thomas's Day, 
21st December 1834. But as there was no bishop in Cape Town t hen or 
for a l ong time after, the Church remained unconsecrated; it was not 
even a parish church, for it had no rector, and was served by the 
Civil Chaplains for nearly fourteen years,,,(i) 
Early pictures and engravings of the interior of st. George's 
(s ee illustration 3) give the impression of a nonconformist or Calvinist 
church rather than an Anglican one. The organ in the gallery 
domin.ated the east end, the pulpit and lectern are clearly visible on 
either side of the two pillars at the east end, but it is difficult to 
see the altar, for there were certainly no candles or cross. This 
arrangement was, of course, typical of Anglican worship in the first 
part of the nineteenth century when churchmanship Was distinctly "low" 
and much influenced by the Latitudinarian movement which attached little 
importance to matters of ecclesiastical organization and liturgical 
practice. 
(i) Fitzroy' "A Guide to St, George 's Cathedral", p.7. 
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Robert Gray, consecrated to the newl y-founded See of Cape Town , 
landed on February 20th, 1848, and with his arrival St . George ' s 
became a Cathedral. Bishop Gray, a "high" churchman and cl osely 
associated with the Oxford Movement , felt that the Church had neither 
the size nor the dignity worthy of a Cathedral and it was hi s earnest 
wish to begin as soon as possible the building of a new and wor thier 
place of worship . The Church was consecrated by him on August 28th , 
1851 and ~ Chapter of Dean and four Canons constituted in the following 
year . However , ,urgent needs in the rest of the country and the bitter 
Nat al schism prevented, Bishop Gray from fulfilling his early dreams of 
bui'lding a new Cathedral. He did , however, effect a number of changes 
i~ the old building, notably the removal of the east end gal l ery in 
1856 and the erect i on of a dominating altar in its place . (See illustra-
tion 4.) 
It was not until 1897, under Archbishop West Jones , that a 
start was made on the building of a Cathedral which would be worthy both 
of the name and of the Mother City . The plans eventually accepted wer e 
those by Sir Herbert Baker - so designed to run east and west, at right -
angles to the old Cathedral, arid gradually to r eplace it entirely. It 
was modelled on the thirteenth century French Gothic Cathedrals and the 
buttr ess - stone in the apse was laid by King George V (then H. R.H . the 
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Duke of Cornwall and York) on Au gust 22nd, 1901. However, it was 
nearly three years befor e the building really began, and only in 1906 
was the crypt finished, the fir st part of the new Cathedral to be 
completed. Since that date until the 24t h November 1963 when the west 
nave was re-opened, these building operat i ons have continued, 
interrupted for a time by two World Wars. Sir Herbert Baker' s plan is 
still incomplet c! and we have yet to seC! the compl et ion of the nave, 
the west front and bell t ower . But there is st ill the hope that one day 
the Cathedral will st and 
who never saw it brought 
(i) ibid, p.7. 
completed - a tribute 
to fUlfilment.,,(i) 
t o the vi s ion of "the men 
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PAR T I 
THE ORGANS OF ST. GEORGE'S CATHEDRAL 
The history of the first organ in the original St. George 's 
Cathedrl!l began before the 1830's, when the foundation stone was laid. 
When it was decided to build an Anglican Church in Cape Town, the 
authorities launched a specia l fund to cover the cost of the organ. 
This was supported by the Governor, Sir Lowry Cole, his successor, Sir 
Benjamin D' Urban, and a number of other important people at the Cape. 
The first list of donors was issued in March le29 and two further ones 
in August and November 1831, by which time £305.2 .6d. had been collected. 
By August of the following year, the fund stood at a sufficiently 
high figure for the Trustees to place an order for an organ with a 
builder called Thomas Joel Hitchcock, who had established himself in 
Cape Town as an organ- builder and pianoforte manufacturer in 1828 and 
traded at what he termed his "musica l depository" in Market (now 
Greenmarket) Square. Hitchcock wrote to the Trustees on March lOth, 
1832 and in his letter described the instrument he intended building, 
as well as drawing up his terms of contract: 
"I, Thomas Joel Hitchcock of Cape Town, Organ Builder etc. 
do hereby undertake to build an Organ of the following 
description and dimentions [sic] , and to complete the same 
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in the best style of workmanship and with the mest materials 
and to set up the same in cOI:lplete order and in the ",ost 
perfect and workmanlike manner in the Church of St. George IS 
now building in Cape Town . 
I will enter into a Contract for the due fulfilment of 
the same with the Trustees of the above Church and will 
commence working upon it immediately on the Contract being 
signed. 
Description of the Instrument - a Church Organ of Large 
Scale with three rows of keys, the Set for the Great Organ 
cOI~lpass fro", GG up to F in al t - Long Octaves , viz. - all the 
intermediate Flats and Sharps from GG upwards - which are not 
always put into Organs, with the following Stops, on a bold 
and full quality of tone. 
Great Orgiln 
An Open Diapason of large scale 
A Stopt Diapason - do -
A Principa l - do -
A Twelfth - do -
A Fifteenth - do -
A Sesquial tra and Cornet 3 Ranks 
A Mixture 2 Ranks 
A Trumpet 
The whole of these Stops to run throughout the Instrument , 
~lth 18 double diapason Pedal Pipes , the length of the largest 
to be about 24 feet - with 18 German foot Pedals and couplers 
to bring on the bass of the Great Organ keys. 
The Second Set of keys compass from GG up to F in al t - Long 
Octaves with the following stops -
Choir Organ 
A Stopt Diapason 
A Principal 
A Fifteenth 
A Dulceana 
A Cremona 
throughout 
- do -
- do -
to Gamut G 
to Fiddle G 
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Wi th double to reach to the lowest octave of the stopt 
Diapason on the Dulceana ~icJ and Diapason sliders thereby 
forming a perfect bass to the Dulceana. 
The Third Set of Keys compass from Fiddle G up to F in 
alt with the following Stops, enclose d in a Swell Box with a 
sliding Venetian - or door front: 
An Open Diapason 
A Stopt - do -
A Principal 
A Flute 
A Hautboy 
A Trumpet. 
Each of these sets of Keys may also be us ed separately 
with a bass accompaniment as the Pedals will be entirely 
distinct from the Keys, or may be brought on to pull down 
the Great Organ bass Keys to add to the power. 
Each set of keys may 31so be played upon as soft as a 
f l ute and will admit of any variation according to the taste 
of the player. 
The whol e to be manufactured in the best style of workman-
ship with the best materials , of a fine r i ch quality of tone , 
with doubltlI fitting Horizontal Bellows , and with all the 
latest improvements in the mechanical principle. 
To be fitted up and compl eted in the Church in handsome 
Wa inscot Case , with gilt playing pipes in front in accordance 
with the accompanying sketch. 
The height of the front to be 20 feet - the width across 
the front to be 16 f eet - the depth of the Instrument from 
back to front to be 9 fe et. 
For the Sum of Eight Hundred and Fifty Pounds to be paid 
in the following manner - viz : 
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The first Instalment of Three Hundred and Fifty pounds 
to be paid on the signing of the Contract. 
The second - do - of One Hundred and Fifty pounds to be 
paid in six months from the date of signing the Contract. 
The third -do - of One Hundred Pounds in nine months from 
the date of signing the Contract. 
The fourth - do - of One Hundred Pounds in twelve months 
from the date of signing the Contract. 
The fifth - do - of One Hundred and Fifty Pounds on the 
Organ being taken over by the Trustees, 
and that the Specification be subject to the following 
conditions -
1st That all the Materials for the use of the above 
Organ which may be required to be brought into the 
Colony be landed duty free as in the instance of the 
Contract for building the Church . 
2nd That in the event of the Trustees requHlng any 
alteration to be made in the design of the Instrument, 
or in the arrangement of the position of the Organ, such 
expenses must be considered as an addition to the present 
sum contracted for. 
3rd 
the 
Any alteration that may be required to be made in 
floor of the Gallery or under the Gallery such expenses 
to be dGfrayed by the Trustees. 
4th That the Contractor will engage t o have the Organ in 
such a f orward state that it may be played upon if required 
within the term of twelve months and to have the whole 
completed if required within fifteen months from the date 
of th e Contract. 
5th To guard against any loss to the Trustees in case 
of the demise of the Contractor, in the intermediate time, 
a Policy of Insurance of his life f or the full amount of 
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eight hundred and fifty pounds shall be made in favour of 
the Trustees at the Contractor ' s expense, from which Sum the 
Trustees wi ll be duly authorized to repay themselves whatever 
amount they have advanced to the Contractor." 
Hitchcock ' s task of building this organ was not without set backs 
and difficulties and we f ind him writing to the Trustees on several 
occasions. On September 4th , 1833, for example, he wrote to say that: 
" In consequence of the Ga ll ery int ended for the reception of 
t he Organ not being ready at the time specified in the Contract, 
I beg to call your attent i on to the following difficulties i n 
which I am and shall be placed on that account, and trust that 
you wi ll make such arrangements as may secure me from any loss 
accruing therefrom. 
Previously to my entering on the Contract , I made such 
calculations as might enable me to reduce the price of the Organ 
to its present cost in the Contract in order to meet the funds 
mentioned as likely to be the extent of What might be appropriate 
for that purpose. 
1st 
and 
of 
That I should take the work direct ly from my Wo rkshops , 
put it together in the ChurcQ,thereby savin g the expense 
removing it from the workshop to the Store. 
2nd That I should have saved the expense of building up in 
such store, when once putting it together would have been 
sufficient. 
3rd That I should have saved the expense of taking it to 
pieces in order to remove it to the Church , 
and 4th I should have saved the expense of stor e hire from 
August 18th to such time as the Gallery may be ready for 
its reception - all these items consequently enhance the 
expenses of the Organ considerably which the price of the 
Instrument will not allow of without my being a consider able 
loser •• • I beg to state, Gentl emen , that I have been obl i ged to 
engage a large store express ly for the reception of the Organ 
which I cohou l d otherWise have had no occasion for ••• " 
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Then again on Ma rch 5th, 1834, he writes to say that he is 
"still prevented from bringing the pipes into the Church in consequence 
of the quantity of dust made by the workmen in removing scaffolding etc." 
A letter written to the Trustees on September 18th of the same 
yea r seems to have an element of despair about it : 
" ••• I have been kept in a constant state of anxiety for 
sever a l months past t o meet expenses on account of the Organ, 
which even my business coul d not answer as I have for some 
months been obl i ged almost entirely to give that up not being 
ab l e to attend to that, or to finish the Org~n, I have now 
exhausted all my resources even for paying my workmen ••• 
I expected to have compl eted a ll, this week , but have 
been prevented by the carpenters and masons working under neath 
the ga llery and havi ng the doors cont inually open in very bad 
weather .• • I have repeat edl y had to do the work twic e and t hrice 
over ' " up t o the present moment I am pr evented fr om do ing 
anything in t he Church 3S the masons are still working with the 
doors open and I arn obliged to keep one man constant l y there to 
pr event an y injury be i ng done t o the Organ . " 
However, Hitchcock was eventually left unhindered to complete 
his work and on November 20th , 1334 wrote to the Trustees t hat t he Organ 
\V.}s completed and r ead y f or th em "t o tak e over" , as he put it . 
The South African Commercial Advertiser of 24t h December, 1834 
claimed that this organ "was built entirely i n Cape Town, by Mr. Hit chcock , 
and is considered by good judges as a decid edlY successfu l effort. 
It contains upwar d of 1500 pipes , a 11 of which wer e cast by hi mse lf." (i) 
However, it i s a l most certa i n that Hitchcock wou l d have had to import 
(i) South African Commercia l Advertiser, December 24th , 1834 
r« __ ,~: =~.-==---=::::;:-: -- - ' ----
" 
VIIJW IJF SfJ' -(J'iJQllfmt 
3 . Interior of old Cathedral showing the first organ of 1834. 
(Engraving by J.C. Poortemans, co 1844) 
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t he pi pes from overseas for he woul d ha r dl y have had the f acilities 
t o bui l d an or gan of t hat size . Moreover, organ pi pes ar e not 
"cast", whi ch i ndicat es the r3ther vague nature of thi s news paper 
report. 
Of f ar mo re inter est i s a l etter, s igned "Musi corum 
Perstudi osus" whi ch appeared in the South Af rican Commerci al Advertiser 
of December 31st , 183'1 . Together with Hi tchcock ' s descri ption i n 
his l ett er t o the Trustees i n Ma rch, 1832 , it gives a f air i dea of the 
specif icati on of th i s fi r st instrument built for St . Geor ge ' s Church . 
Inci dentally t he cl aim t hat it wa s "the f irst organ that had 
been manufact ur ed i n the !Jritish Colonies" is incor rect . At l east 
t wo instrument s had been a ssembl ed i n Cape Town aft er the British 
Occupation of 1806' i n the Strand St reet Luther an Church (1814) by a 
builder ca ll ed Gr een, and i n the Groot e Kerk (1828 ) by Hitchcock himsel f. 
Here t hen i s the t ext of the l ett er' 
"Ma ny persons who f elt i nterest ed and de l ight ed at the 
opening of the or gan , have expr essed a wi sh, that a mor e 
pract i ca l account shoul d be given of t he i nstrument t han t he 
brief one i n your remar ks on t he open i ng of ' St. Geor ge ' s Church' 
on the 20th (:; ic] i nstant. 
As t hi s i s the first organ whi ch has been manufac t ur ed in 
an y of t he British Co l oni es , I hope i n of fer i ng a few observations 
on t he mer its of Mr. Hitchcock' s ar duous undertaking, I shall not 
i ntr ude upon t he co l umns of your va luabl e and wi de l y civcul ated 
journal. 
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The Organ built by Mr. H., and erected in St. George's 
Cathedral, is constructed with three r ows of keys; this 
number constitutes what is called the legitimate or perfect 
or gan. 
The great organ, which is played by the middle row of 
keys, consists of a full toned open and stopt diapason; 
princ ipal and twelfth, fHteentn, sesquialtra, mixture, 
tierce, and a very powerful trumpet; to which organ may be 
coupled, at the pleasure of the performer , a magnificent 
doubl e diapason. This grand stop is placed by the agency 
of the pedal keys. It is perfectly independent in its action , 
and affor ds to the organist many facilities for giving a more 
sombre and subdued eff ect to the bril liant solo stops. 
It has been said by a few persons, that the great organ 
is r ather 'harsh ', but I think, fr om a careful examination 
of the stops, that it merits rather a chara cter for full ness , 
united with brilliancy of intonation. 
The choir organ is played by the l owest row of keys, and 
contains a stopt Diapason, princ ipal, fifteenth and two very 
beautiful solo stops. The Dulciana is remarkable for its 
mellifluous tones and the Cremona is no less estimable f or its 
impressive and pathet ic qualities of sound. 
The swell organ is played by the highest row of keys . It 
possesses a stopt diapason , flutes, hautboy, and an echo trumpet. 
The organ is a neat and beautiful piece of mechanism; I would 
advise those who are connoisseurs of good workmanship and 
complicated machinery to examine this instrument with care, and 
they cannot, in justice to the bu ilder, help bearing testimon y 
to the masterly stYle'lwith which he has accomplished his 
arduous enterprise."{i 
Evidently the organ playing at the opening of st. George's l eft 
much to be desired , as "Musicorum Perstudiosus" attempts to expl ain uS 
foll ows: 
(i) South African Commerc i al Advertiser, December 31st, 1834. 
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"The organ ' " was heard under many disadvantages . The 
organist had not had opportunities for making himself 
sufficiently acquainted with the management and combinat i on 
of the stops; consequently, he could not elicit those varied 
effects , which it is so richly capable of producing. 
To do mere common justice to an organ of this magnitude 
requires a well prac tised hand and strong nerves; but to 
conjure up its majestic and enchanting intonations with the 
master hand and genius of an Adams(i) or a Wesley , fa l ls t o 
the l ot of very f ew organists of the present day ••• 
•.. 1 cannot conclude my r emarks wi thout congratUlating 
the friends and supporters of Mr . Hitchcock on the satisfactory 
completion of his contract . It is much to be regretted that 
the builder will sustain pecuniary loss, by the delays and 
many disappointments he has had to contend with . 
I hope'the Trustees of St. Geor ge ' s wil l present Mr. Hitchcock 
with some token expressive of their sense of the meritorious ( .. ) 
manner in which he has cOl'lpleted his difficult undertaking ••• " 11 
This organ, however, was not a great success und the Vestry 
minutes are full of complaints about its often unsat i sfactory condition 
during the twenty-five years it r ema ined in the old Cathedra l. On 
July 21st , 1836 for example , the Organist , Thomas Corder, wrote to the 
Vestry to say that "the keys, and movement of the Organ, have become 
quite stiff and unmanageable, in consequence of t he current of damp air, 
which makes its way underneath the gallery door. " 
On August 27th, 1840, Hitchcock himself wrote to the Church-
wa r dens t o inform them "that the damp from the l ower part of the building 
has affected the movement so much that the Choir Organ i s at present 
(i) Thomas Adams , (1785-1858) - a London or gan i s t 
"with a high reputation for his technical ski ll, 
extemporization and composition". (Schol es) 
(ii) South African Commercial Adver~, ibid. 
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quite useless •• • " ; whilst by July 28th, 1849, he had to report 
that "the whole of the instrument is in a very filthy state so 
that it is impossibl e for the pipes to obtain their quantity and 
strength of wind r equired to produce a clear and steady tone , and 
the be llows require a thorough repai r ." 
By the middle of 1858 the organ was in such a state that 
the Organist , George Darter , had to I'lrite to the Vestry on July 7th 
describing its "very bad condition" and enclosed a l etter from an 
organ- builder and tuner , Bredell , "who states that he does not think 
it worthwhile to do anything more to the Organ , owing to the bad 
condition it is in." 
At this same meeting the Vestry decided th~t it would be 
more economical to r eplace the organ r ather than repair it and they 
"resolved to procure from Mr . Bredell an estimate of the Cost, t o be 
submitted to the next Meeting. " Mr . Bredell duly reported that it 
':Iould cost £450 to rebuild and alter the organ, and the Vestry, having 
decided rather to replace it ent irely, reso l ved on August 11th 1858 to 
apply t o the Organist of the new Dut ch Reformed Church "to know whether 
the Dutch Church would purchase the Organ (the Vestry having learnt 
that that Church Via s about to have an Organ bull t) and to offer the 
same for £200 ." 
j 
I 
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The Dutch Reformed Churchwardens, hOl .ever, dec l ined to 
purchase the orean and so th_ Cathedral authoriti es had to discover 
some other way of disposins; of it. Unfortunatel y ther0 ilre no 
records ir, the Cathedr a l or cont emporary newspapers as to what 
eventua lly became of it : V. i.i . Fitzroy sug'lcsts that "it was probAbly 
the "n o- manual organ that lntGr becaoc the first or gan in St . Mary ' s 
R')man Catho lic Cathcdr a l.,,( i) However , _ 0 the instrument bu ilt by 
Hitchcock ':Ia s one of three? ma nua ls, \'Ie Can discount the sU'lgestion 
that it ':la s sold to St . l.i.1r y ' s . Perhaps an adv ~rtis ement wh ich 
app0ared in 1857 'J ives us the likely clue as to its subsequent f a te: 
"The cont emiOlated al t e r ._ t i or.s in St . Geor ge 's Cathedral 
r 0nder inC) nec essary the remova l of the organ fr om its ~resGnt 
site , it has been thought desiro.o l e that a new Instrument of 
different construct i on should be procured frol" England . The 
pres ,"nt or gan, ~'Jhich can easily be divided into two instruments 
of sufficien t siz e for country churches , i s therefor e offered 
for sa l e . Full parts. from Mr . Bredell , Organ buHder, or to 
th e Churchwardens ." (ii ) 
It could be t hat some of the pipe- work from t his historic 
ins t rument has f ound its \'Jay into other organs in South Afr ica , or tha t 
it still exists complete in s ome church or oth :or. However , the 
information aoout i ts L t e is so scan t that it would be i mposs i b l e to 
trRce thi s organ unl ess furthe r f ac t s ·.v~re t o come t o light . 
(i) Fitzroy : A Gu i de compi l ed for the Friends 
of St. Geor ge ' s Cathedral, p . 29 . 
(ii) Unidentified cutting . 
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In the Mercantile Advertiser of Ma rch 2nd, 1859 there is a 
report of il meeting "to aid in collecting funds t owar ds defnyi ng the 
expense of the new organ f or st . George ' s Cathedral,,(i) held on 
28th February, 1859 . 
"The Hon . Secr et ary had the satisfaction t o announce , 
t hat subscriptions had al r eady been r eceived , or promised, to 
the amount of upwards of £260 . A considerable sum has yet t o 
be raised; the Committee ther efore beg t o so licit subscriptions 
f rom all ':Iho have not yet subscribed . 
I n ma king this gener al 3ppeal to English Churchmen, the 
Committee beg to urge the f ollowing consider at ions' That t he 
C1 thedr a l i s the on l y Engl ish Church in the Diocese , in which 
a fine and powerful organ can be erected . That there i s a 
zea l ous Volunt ar y Choir, who stand much in need of the a ssi st anc e 
of such an Organ . That the instr umen t which it is nm'l proposed 
to procure , ,,!ill not exceed in power or cost, those used in mos t 
of our l ar ge Country Parish Churches i n Eng l and. That the 
Congregat i on of St . George's, a lthough numerica lly l a r ge , is by 
no means wealthy, ond though they are as a whole gl ad t o bear a 
l arge share of the expense , they trust that the richer part of 
the community res i dent in the subur ban vill ages and country 
districts, will help them to provide iln Organ, in some measur e, 
wort hy of the Metropolitan Church of South Africa. " (ii) 
This second i nstrument was ordered from the firm of 
Bevingt on and Sons in Engl and. Henry Bevington, who founded the firm 
in 1794 , had been an apprentice t o Ohrmann and Nutt , who were the 
successors t o John Snetzl er , the f amous German organ- buil der who had 
settled in Engl and in 1740 . "The business was subsequently carried on 
by Henry and Martin Bevingt on , sons of t he founder, in Rose Street , 
(i) Mercantile Advertiser, March 2nd, 1859. 
(ii) ibid . 
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Soho, in the same premises as were occupi ed by Ohrmann. II (i) The 
l arge instrument of fifty- f our speak ing stops built for the Church 
of St . Martin-in-the-Fie l ds , London in 1854 was one of their notable 
uchievements and the same firm Was responsible for the org3ns in the 
Foundling Hospital, London and St. Patrick ' s Cathedral, Dublin. 
As th e organ gallery had been dismn ntle d in 1859 , th e new 
organ was set up on the floor of the Cathedra l near th e right- hand 
corner as can be seen f rom the interior photographs of the old 
St . George ' s . The Cape Argus of February 16th , 186 1 carried the 
following short r eport : 
"The new organ which has just been erect ed in the 
Cathedral, is said to be an instrument of fine tone and 
considerabl e power . I t hilS been built by Messrs. Bevington , 
of London, ilnd will be used for the first time in the public 
services of the Church on Sunday. It will be seen by an 
advertisement in another column that coll ections will then 
be made i n a id of the ' Or gan Fund ' . The congregation of 
St . George ' s and al l the Church generally , are t o be 
congratul ated on having succeeded in obt a i ning for the 
Cathedr al an excell ent instrument at a remil rkably cheap 
rate. " (ii) 
This second organ r emained in the Cathedral until 1889 when 
it was sold to the Parish Church of St . John , Wynberg for £305 . Th e 
purchasers a lso agr eed to pay half the sea - fare of one , John Smith, 
(£26.5 .0) who was sen t out by t he firm of Hill t o erect the third 
organ which hud been ordered for St . George ' s and to transfer the ol d 
(i) Grove , Dictionary of Mus i c and Music i ans, p. 698 . 
(ii) Cape ~rqu~ , February 16th, 1861. 
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one to Wynb0rg . It was moved t o St . J ohn ' s in 1891 and during a 
recent overhaul the nilme "J. Smith 1891" was found inscri bed on the 
pallet guarJs of a ll three soundbo~:cds (Choir, Grea t and Swell). 
A rather amusingl y emotional account of tho last time the 
instrument WQS played in St . George 's appeared in the Cape Times 
Weekly Editi on on 3rd September, 1890: 
"The cases containing the now organ \Ie re being delivered 
at St. George's Cathedra 1 on Thursday (28th i\U0ust, 1890) . 
On Monda y the decomposition of the old instrument set in, and 
during the days ensuing the spectacle of gradua l resolution 
into primary e lements has been a melancholy one . In the 
morning Sermon on Sunday last the Very Reverend the Dean bade 
fa rewe ll to his old friend in pathetic terms. After the 
evening service Mr . Barrow Dowling ' s recit~l was more than 
usually emotional . ' The Harmonious Blacksmith ' was the 
closing number anJ never did that fascinating creat ion of 
Hnydn [sic] express itself i n a stronger and sweeter flood 
of me l ody . It seemed to sob itself out at the l ast; and the 
accomplished organ ist is said to have shed a silent tea r as he 
turned the g~s down on the keyboard to be seen no more . The 
new organ is said to be a fine instrument, furn ished with all 
the latest mechanical appliances. But in richness and 
mellowness of tone no one Can hope for any improvement on 
the organ now sent into rural retrea t at Wynberg. The 
'Harmonious Blacksmith' of l ast Sunday night, like that little 
tone of which Browning writ es , ",vi 11 ring in our souls for 
ever.'" (i) 
The Wynberg Times of September 6th, lfJ90 commented rather 
unenthusiastica lly on St . John ' s new acquisition: "Although the 
renovated Cathedral organ will be fully pOl'lerful and f or ordinary 
accompaniments adequate, nevertheless it will not be up t o the 
(i) gape Times Weekl Y Edition, September 3rd, 1890. 
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requirements of the present age, the Swell organ only extending to 
tenor C, nor are the Great and Choir organs at all well balanced . 
Neverthe less it will be a great acquisition to the Church , the size 
of which needs a much larger instrument than the present one.,,(i) 
This organ novi stands in a chamber on the south side of the 
choir of St. John's Church, in appearance exactl y as it looked in 
pictures of the old st. George's Cathedral. However , certain 
alterations have been made to the specification since the time it 
stood in the Cathedral. The Great Mixture and the Swell Triplette 
have both at some stage been reduced from three to t wo ranks; the 
Great Gamba, Harmonic Flute and Suabe Flute and the Swell Salicional 
and Oboe are later additions, whils t the Great Octave coupler was 
removed in the 1959 overhaul. The Salicional is of German make and 
twelve bass notes are available for use should the Swell organ ever 
be extended to its full r ange from tenor C downwards . At present the 
Swell pipes range from tenor C upwards, the bottom twelve notes being 
permanently coupled to the Choir organ. These operate whatever stops 
happen to be drawn on that manual. Another unusual feature is that 
the Great drawstops are situated on the left hand side of the console 
and th e Swell and Choir stops on the right. Traditionally the Great 
and Swell stops are situated the other way round. 
(i) WvnbeZ£LTimes , September 6th, 1890. 
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The present specification (1967) of the Bevington organ in 
St. George ' s Cathedr al (1859) , nOvl in St . J ohn ' s Church, \':ynberg' 
GREAT (CC to G) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
Bourdon (Tenor F sharp dovln) 
Double Diapason (down to Tenor 
Open Diapason No . 1 
16' 
G) 16 ' 
8 ' 
3 ' 
8 ' 
4 ' 
4 ' 
4' 
Cl ari bel 
Gamba 
Principal 
Suabe Flute 
Harmon ic Flute 
Twelfth 2'h 
Fifteenth 2 ' 
it 5 . 
6. 
* 7 . 
* 8 . 
9. 
10 . 
11. fii xture 2 ranks 
12. 
13 . 
14 . 
If 15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
* lB . 
S~ELL (ee to G) (enclosed) 
Double Diilpason 
Open Diapason 
Stopped Diapason 
Salicional 
Principal 
Triplette 
Oboe 
CHOIR (cc to G) 
19. Dulciana (Tenor C) 
20. Stopped Diapason Bass 
21. Stopped Diapason Treble 
22 . Principal 
23 . Flute 
24 . Clar ionette 
Tremulant 
PEDAL (cee to F) 
25. Great Open Diapason 
(originally 3) 
16' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
4 ' 
2 ranks 
(originally 3) 
8 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
4' 
/.~ t 
8 ' 
16' 
No . of pipes 
19 
37 
56 
56 
49 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
112 
44 
44 
44 
56 
44 
88 
44 
44 
12 
44 
56 
56 
37 
30 
COUPLER~; Swell to Great ' Pedal to Great' Pedals to Choir' 
Great Octave coupler (now removed). 3 composition pedals to Great. 
Tracker ac tion. Balanced Swell Pedal. 
(* not in the ori ginal 1859 organ) 
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Had it not been for a full report of the third organ 
built for St . George ' s Cathedral by ':Iilliam Hill ~nd Sons in 1890 
which appeared in the Cape Times We~tlLEdition of November 5th, 180::>, 
no c1etails of the instrument woul d huve come dOlin to us toda y. All 
the records of liies3rs . Hill, ilorman and Beard (the successors to 
~lill iam Hill ~ nd Sons) wer e destroyed in a blitz in . 'orld War II 'tnd 
the South Af r ican organ buil din g firm, j·,iessrs . Cooper, Gill and Tomkins 
have no records of this instrument . It i s indeed f ortunate thitt '.'Ie 
have thi s very fu ll account in the Cape Times which not only gi ves the 
compl ete specification of the or gan but also the det ail s of i ts cost 
and erection . 
"The Dean went to England in 1885, and there intervi ewed 
Mes srs . Bevington and Sons about the renovation scheme of the 
ol d organ . He a l so obtained valuable in f ormation from Sir J ohn 
Stainer , Dr . Br idg e, of Chester Cathedral , and sever a l experts 
in London , Plymouth and Chester . On his return from England in 
1886 , the Dean reported the issue of his investigations and it 
Vias agr eed eventua ll y to acc ept the t ender of Mes srs . Hill and 
Sons t o bui l d an ent i r ely new instrument f or the sum of £1 , 230 , 
in fact the l owest of a l l t he estimates sen t in for the r equired 
organ ." ( i ) 
The history of the firm of Hill begins in th" middl e of the 
eighteenth century v/ ith the famous builder, John Snet zler (1710- 1785) 
who was succeeded by his for eman , a Swede named Ohrmann i n 1780 . 
"The l atter had a partner W. Nutt, in 1790, who Was aften/ards joined 
(i) Cape Times Week ly Edition , November 5th, 1890 
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by Thomas Ell iot about the year 1803 ." (i) In 1825 Ell i ot took 
his son-in- law, ~'li11iam ;'1'.11, as a partner and ..,ftor Elliot ' s death 
in 1832 , Hill ~Iorked alone until 1837, ""hen he ',I~S joined by 
Frederick Davidson, '.!ho l oft the next yeClr to become a part nGr of 
John Gril y.,,(ii) The firm wa s known as W. Hill 3. Son until 1916 \',hen 
it wns mer ged with norman and Beard of Norwich . 
The Cape Times Weekly Edition goes on to say that 
" the es t imate of i,iGssrs . Hill & Sons having been dul y 
accepted, the order for same was, after considera ble de lay , 
sent to that firm in August last year (18.39) . Messrs . Hill 
8. Sons commenced work in the foll owing tlovember , and the 
oroan was r eady for shipment at the end of l ast June ( 1890) . 
We are i ndebted to the Rev. J . Deacon for the fo llowing 
concise statement of the receipts and expenditure of t he 
new instrument, 
Total cost of organ , i.ncludi ng 
hydrau lic eng i ne (still to come 
Erection, etc . 
Freight , Customs , etc . 
Paid to Hi ll & Son 
Freight , Customs, etc. , pilid 
In hand 
By sale of old organ 
Half man ' s passage to be paid by Wynberg 
Proceeds o f magic lantern entertainment 
by Mr. Hanham 
Outstandi ng subscript i ons , et c . 
*£100 of this W'lS for fr eight, etc . 
£1 ,330. O. O. 
130. O. 0 
330. 12, 11. 
£1,790 . 12 . 11. 
* £900 . O. O. 
230. 12 . 11 . 
85 . 2 . 2 . 
305 . O. O. 
26 . 5 . O. 
5 . 10. O. 
130. O. Q ... 
£1,682 . 10. 1. 
Deficiency , supposing il ll outstanding subscriptions Come in, 
£108 . 2s . 10d . To thi s must be added expenses of platform erection . 
(i) Grove, Dictionary of Music and Musicians, p. 277. 
( ii ) Sumner' The Organ, p . 227 . 
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The new st. George ' s organ is a very fine specimen of 
its kind, and embraces in its mechanism all the most modern 
loo1iances of wind and action to facil it . te the efforts of 
th~ performer. It covers the entire space of the old org,)n 
chamber with an additional foreground of ,1bout t "Jelve feet in 
l ength, bringing the keyboard of the orpn behind the c 2ntre 
of the Decani choir sta lls . The old pl ntform has been 
strengthened and lJrgely "dded to , and a g1tewa y has also 
been added to the new chalilber. From the Im"ler en(, of the 
Cathedr a l the new i nstrument h;os a gra nd and i mpos in C) 
oppearanc e . The bass- speaking pipes of the l arge-sc el le Open 
Diapason ore elrt i stica lly ~ ecorated and arranaed in groups 
according to their posit ion in th ~ front of the organ. On 
the chancel side a like arrangement has be on designed \'l ith the 
Bourdon pedal pipes. Thus from each side of v iew t he outside 
of the instrument presents a full and striking nppearance , and 
entirely in keeping with its surroundings . 
By the courte sy of Mr . Smitd il the represenbtive of the 
eminent London firm, we a re enJbl ed to give the f ollowing 
highly interesting account of the internal mechanism und 
gener al design of the new organ . 
Bes i des the 32 spenking stops, which ropr esent the enti r e 
sounding force of the organ, there ~r ~ no less than 12 mechan ica l 
contrivances, by which thQ di fferent combinat ions of stops ar e 
brought direct l y under the hand of the pbyer . The composition 
p<?da l s etc . are all worked upon pneumatic levers, whic:, ensure 
prompt action ",nd entire absence of noise . The draw- stop 3ction 
is also worked throughout upon the tubular - pneumatic pr i nc ipl e , 
which is a modern device by which all centres are done aWilY with, 
the pneumiltic va lves ~cting on the slide with n tube to the 
wind- box at hand. 
The ke yboar d of the instrument pres ents a chaste 0nd elegqnt 
appearance . The desk is of dark polish od m)hogany , whi le the 
three rows of keys are of polished ivoI'y and overlap euch other. 
The draw- stops are of po l ished birch , ',lith boxwood knobs, and 
have i V01'y labels with different coloured engravings to murk the 
different manua ls . These stops 3r~ also pl aced at a convenient 
(i) John Smit h ' he arrived ut Cnpe To\"m )board the 
"Hawarden Castle" in Augus t 1890, stuy cci at Poole ' s 
Hote l in New Street and completed the organ in time 
for its opening on November 4th . 
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ang l e on each side of the key- board , which gr eotly f Jcilitates 
the action of the player when using the ciffer cnt combinat ions 
by hand alone . The backfa ll couplers are on pneumatic levers , 
~ nd are of polished mahogany, with fossil bronz e connections. 
The pedal board is designed after the recommendat ions of the 
Coll ege of Organists , is perfectly noise l ess in action , and i s 
also worked upon the pneumatic principle . 
The meta l pipes throughout the organ are compo sed of t ha t 
mater i a l known amongst organ builders as ' spotted metal ', wh ich 
is supposed to ensure both acoustic brilliancy and duril bility in 
wear . The wood pipes of t he organ ar" of po li shed pi ne and 
mahogany . The wind chests of all the manua l s are of St .John ' s 
pine and mahogil ny , t he t ables ilre leilthered and separated in 
order to prevent vlarping . 
Three bellows suppl y the organ with wind. Of these the l arge 
one , wh i ch fill s the ent ire space in the centr e of the organ 
chamber, and has a pressure of t hree inches , supplies 011 the 
pipes with wi nd . Th2 other t wo ar e called the heavy-pressur e 
bellows and ar e used f or the tubular pneumatic draw- stop and 
peda l actions . They arc placed one obout the other, and perform 
an alternately reverse dut y. These bellows will shortly be worked 
by thr ee hydr aulic engines , designed and ma nufactured expressly 
for this i nst rument by i~essrs. Hill ~,Sons. They ,vill be pl aced 
immedi J t e l y under th ,- bellows in a Chamber built for th e purpose, 
and will be )tt ached to the f eeders direct.'(i) 
The Gape ~~ Week ly Edi tion of November 5th , 1890 hilS a 
briefer ~c count of thi s Hill organ and describos it as having "three 
manuals, compass of e~ch GG to F, 56 notes, pedal clavier, compass GGG 
to F, 30 notes ... the tobl number of pipes is nearly 2 , 000. " It a lso 
"dded that "Mr , Smith , the organ builder , has been working s ingle handed 
at the erection , and ther e i s no part of the instrument which has not 
passed through his experienced hands . The services during the l at e 
(i) Ca pe Times Weekl y Edit ion , November 5th , 1390. 
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mission na turally compellod him to suspend the liork for a time, 
hence a considcr~b l e deldy in its completion . To those, however, who 
have been w,tching its erection daily, it seems marvellous that it could, 
with all its minute detail s , have been put together in the time . The 
instrument i s one of which the diocese may well be proud .,, (i) 
The specification of the Hill Organ in St . George ' s Cathedr a l (1390) , 
GREAT ORGAN 
1. Bourdon 
2. Open Diapason 
3. Open Diapason 
4 . Clurabella 
5 . Prine ipal 
6. Harmonic Flut e 
7. Twelfth 
8 . Fifteenth 
9. Mixture (3 ranks) 
10. Posaune 
11. Clari on 
CHOIR ORGAN 
12 . Dulciana 
13. Vio l a da Gamba 
14. Lieblich Gedac t 
15. Suabe Flote 
16. Flaut ina 
17. CliJrinet 
51:JELL ORGAN 
18. Bourdon 
19. Open Diapason 
20. Salicional 
21 . Voix Celeste (G) 
Vlood 
Metal 
l,ietal 
'Jood 
Mebl 
Met al 
Meta l 
j,ietal 
Metal 
Meta l 
Metal 
Meta l 
Grooved 
Wood 
Wood 
Met al 
Metal 
Wood 
Metal 
Metal 
Meta l 
16 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
4 ' 
4 ' 
3 ' 
2 ' 
8 ' 
4 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
8 ' 
4' 
2 ' 
8 ' 
16' 
6' , 
8 ' 
8 ' 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
68 
56 
56 
56 
44 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
44 
(i) Cape Argus WeeklY EditJ.Q.Q, ' Iov_m!:Jer 5th, 1890. 
pipes 
22 . Stopped Diapason 
23 . Principal 
24 . Fifteenth 
25 . Mixture (3 ranks) 
26 . Cornopean 
27 . Oboe 
28 . Vox Human, (tremulant) 
PEDAL ORGAI, 
29. Open Di 3pason 
30. Bourdon 
31 . Violoncel l o 
32 . Posaune 
COUPLER§ 
Swell to GreJ.t 
Swell to Choir 
Great to Peda l 
Swell to Pedal 
Choir to Pedal. 
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Wood 
Metal 
Metal 
Metal 
Metal 
/.ieta l 
Meta l 
Vlood 
Wood 
Wood 
Metal 
B' 
4 ' 
2 ' 
3 ' 
," u 
8 ' 
16' 
16 ' 
8 ' 
16 ' 
56 
56 
56 
168 
56 
56 
56 
30 
30 
30 
30 
The Cape Argus of November 5th, 1890 h~d a lcmgthy account of 
the opening reci t al which t ook place on the 4th November . As it gives 
a very good picture of the kin d of music performed at church recitals in 
the late Victorian times, the major part of it is quoted below: 
"The new organ just erected in st . Geor ge ' s Cathedr al and 
respecting which there had been such great expectations, was 
formally opened l ast evening . The i nstrument fully realised 
the expectations that had been excited and all concerned ••• are 
to be congratulated upon the magnificent instrument which now 
supplies the instrumental music at St . George ' s . There was a 
l a rge congregation , about 800 persons being within the sacred 
ed ifice • 
... The service begl:ln with the hymn ' Come, let us join our 
cheerful songs ', the harmony being played on the harmonium . 
Then followed a short service ••• the choir and clergy left the 
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chancel ilnd proceeded to the organ chamber, wher" the 
Organist , Ivlr. Barrow DOViling, was vlaiting by the unopened 
keyboard. The Dean addressed the organist as ' Dear Brother 
in Chri st' and f orma 11 y entrusted to him the minstrelsy of 
the Church by handing to him the key of the organ, having 
full confidence in his skill and jUdgement ••• Psalm cl was 
then sung, accompani ed by the organ and the opening piece of 
the recitell followed, Mendelssohn 's Sonata Ho. 4 ' Allegro 
Maestos o Vivaci' (j;icJ consisting of three numbers, Allegro 
can brio, Andante Relig ioso and Allegretto. This piece was 
u suitable opening to the reCita l , the Andante Religioso being 
perhaps the most admired number. Guilmant ' s Cantilene P3storale, 
the next piece , had some fine effects . Bach's 'Fugue in G minor' 
was, like a ll fugues, attractive to thos e who delight in 
classical music, its ending being grand . The Dean then announced 
that the debt on the organ was really between £600 and £700 of 
which £500 had been borrowed from another fund. The offertory 
was collected during the singing of ' All people that on earth 
do dwell ' . 
The cant ata by Mr. T. Barrow Dowling, the organist, the 
words from Psalm xlvi, was a great success. The music had a 
fresh, yet not strange strain. The opening chorus ' God is our 
hope and strength ' v'as vigorous and went well. The tenor recitative 
' The rivers of the flood thereof ' and the tenor solo ' God is in 
the midst of her ' had some fin e crescendo effects while there VIaS 
a beautiful soft part in the chorus, sung a lmost pi3nissimo, that 
came well before the forte chorus 'The Lord of hosts is with us' • 
The quartette ' 0 come hither ' , was a very good unaccompanied 
number. The first chorus ' The Lord of hosts is with us ' made a 
very effective ending to the canbta. Mr . Dowling is to be 
congratulated on the great success of his composition and may it 
be but a prelude to greater things. The organ solo, Guilmant's 
Postlude in A on a theme from Handel well brought out the compass 
of the organ , while Handel ' s air with Variations, ' The Harmonious 
Blacksmith ' had some fine reed stop effects. Liszt ' s 'March of 
the Crusaders' from ' St. Elizabeth', Was one of the best, if not 
actua lly the best , piece of the evening . The Vox humana stop was 
freely used in it to great advantage , and the st irring musi.c of the 
march, sometimes a lmos t dying away in th e distance, will not soon 
be forgotten by those who hear d it . Th" 'Grande Entracte' from 
5. The third orgQn of 1890 in the old Cathedral. 
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~Vagner ' s 'Lohengrin ' with its sometimes weird effects and 
massive music , was a fittin g ending to the recital. The 
pieces in the recital had been selected with great judgment 
as showing the instrument in its various moods of lively, 
majestiC, solemn and massive. The hymn '0 Praise ye the 
Lord' and the 'Ha llelujah Chorus' brought the service to a (.) 
close. The proceeds of the service amount:?d to almost £70." 1 
This instrument outl , stcd the old CCJ thedral and was eventu~lly 
sold to the Bloemfontein Presbyterian Church for £600 in 1919. 
The present instrument in St . G~orge ' s Cathedra l has a long 
and interesting history, which begins in th o latter half of the 
seventeenth century. It originally stood in the Church of St . Margaret, 
Westminster , London, next to \V(!stminster Abbey, and its ear li est history 
goes back to 1675, fifteen years after th0 ''l cstoration. 
The earlier organ in St. Margaret' s suffered at the hands of 
the Duritans, as did many Engl ish organs in Cromwell 's time. In 1644 
organ-playing had been prohibited in divine worship by an ordinance of 
the Lords and Commons "for the speedy demolishing of all organs , images 
and all matters of superstitious monuments in all Cathedr alls LSic) and 
Collegiate or Parish"{;hurches and Chapels , throughout the Kingdom of 
England and the Dominion of '.'Iales , the better t o accomplish the blessed 
reformat ion so happily begun and to r emove offences and things illegal 
in the worship of God". (ii) Records of 1644 and 1645 in St. Margaret's 
(i) Cape Arous, Hovember 5th, 18')0. 
(ii) Sumner: "The Orgiln", p.129. 
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refer to parts of tho organ - screen and pipes - being sold to 
various peopl.~ and for almost thirty years thor:J "k)S no organ in the 
Church . 
The org3n of 1675 was built by one of t;, c most f.)mous ~ f 
all post- :tostor iltion organ builders, "F, th2r" Si.lith . Dr . Charle s 
Burney (1726 - 1814) r elated i} tradition that th G dcmilnd for ~ r9,:;ns 
immed i ately 1ft :;r the rr,storJtion of th ,:, mon,rchy in 1660 \':lS so grcilt, 
t:l ,J t foreign organ- builders I'lerc encour19_d to settle in England , 3S 
thor e 'ilcrre so f G,1 nat ive or\lon - buildors left . Dr . Burney went on to 
Suy t hat "Bernard Schrnidt, .-:s the G ?rmans \/ritc tht.: name, brou<Jht over 
with him from Germany , of which country he ',ias Q native , two n 'phel'is, 
Gerard and Bernari, his assistnnts; nnd to distinguish him from thJsc, 
as ':Iell .-S to 0xprcss the reVGrencc due to his abili ti es , which placed 
him ,1t th :o h2ild of his profession , he ',:.1 S called F ~th,,:c Scl"llidt .,, (i) 
Recent evidence, hO;o'0VLT , gives every inuicction t:1nt "Father ll Smith 
',las a British org ',n- buildcl' Ilho h~d gone abroad during the COJ!lrnonl ",d th 
for lack of emplo yment at horne , and that he returnc..: :. S soon as a 
civilized r6gime VIQS restored . But what ever his history, there is no 
doubt of his pre- eminence in his art am' he \'I QS responsible for muny 
fin e instruments, pipos of "Ihich still survive in thG organs of 
St. Paul f 5 Cath cdnl, London, and in DurhClm C~thedrd, intJ,X 21ia . 
(i) Burney' "History of :,iusic " Vol . III, :0 . 236. 
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So in 1675 the st . Margaret's records show that the sum 
of £200 was paid to Mr. Bernard Smith for the charge of the organ 
newl y erected . In the notebook of one J.H. Leffler , Organist of 
St. Katherine-by-the-Tower, London we have a record of this " Father" 
Smith organ as it stood in 1800 vlhen he saw it. It was Mr. Leffler's 
hobby to travel around the country examining the organs and noting down 
their specifications and conditions, and he wrote the details of 
"Father" Smith ' s organ as follows: 
Three setts [sic] of keys 
GREAT (9 stops) 
Open Diapason 
Stopped Diapason 
Principal 
Block Flute 
Twelfth 
Fifteenth 
Sesquia l ter III ranks 
Cornet (from C sharp) 
III ranks 
Trumpet 
48 
48 
48 
~,8 
48 
48 
144 
72 
47 
pipes 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Great and. Choir, CC to C 
Swell, Mir!dle C to C (never us'd) 
CHOIR (!; stops) 
Stopped Diapason 48 pipes 
Principal 48 " 
Flute 48 " 
Cremona 48 " 
As a matter of interest "Father" Smith was a competent organist 
and served in this capacity at st. Margaret's from the time when he built 
the organ until his death in 1708, his salary being £20 a year. He died 
on the 20th February and was buried in the Churcho/ard on the south side 
of the Church , behleen St. Margaret's and the Abbey wall. 
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j,jearly ,m: hundred and thirty ye:lrs later, in lG04, the o"g~n-
builder John Avery built a now organ for '",hich he Was paid eight hundred 
guineas (~40). liot much is kr.o'iln abo u: A'Jery; Hopkins and Rimbault in 
their book "The Or.;pn" refer to him a s a "dissipated character", (i) but 
he \: J S neverthd css CJ first class craftsman . He took the old organ 
':!hich he' v.,lued Jt £200 and in a ll l.i!(~lihood incorporated some of " Fathor" 
Sr; lith ' s pipowork in his ncrJ instrument? as he. hEld done with the or gan ti t 
King ' s Co11o ,:,e Ch"pel , r;lmbridgc , which he rebuilt in the same year, 
:r ct .) i nin0 som2 of Thomas Di111am' 5 pipowork ',Jh:ich dat e s frof:1 1606 " 
Henry Leffler recorded the n0W oro.en in St. Margaret ' s as 
fo11o\'ls' 
Three seUs [:;ic] of keys ' Great and Choir, GG (long octaves) to F , 
S\Jell~ ll'iiddle G to F~ 
GREAT (ll stop~ ) Sr!ELL (6 stops) 
Open Di ': l;")i) son 
Stopped Diapason 
Principal 
53 pipes 
Flute or ;'Jason 
Twelfth 
Fift eenth 
Tierce 
58 
58 
53 
53 
50 
5U 
S'2s 'luia 1 tera I II ranks 174 
lJ ix t ure II r~ n k s 116 
Trumpet 58 
Cornet (fro," C) n ranks 60 
PEDAL 
One octave of lar ge wooden 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Op~n Diapason 35 pipes 
Stopped Di l pason 35 " 
Princip;ll 35 " 
Cornet III ranks 105 " 
Trwnpot 35 II 
HQut boy 35 ". 
CHOm (8 sto")s) 
Stopped Diapason 58 pipes 
Dulciana (C to fa ut) 42 " 
Principa 1 58 " 
Fluto 58 11 
Fiftu'cnth 58 " 
If Furnitur e 
pipes. * Vox Humana 
* Cr omona 
* Th l? stops ma rked * p:repared f or onl y. 
(i) Hopkins & Rimbau l t: "The Organ ", p.153 . 
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Leffler also remarked' "There is a stop which connects the 
Choir organ with the Great organ (Choir to Great coupler). The Bass 
of this Stopped Diapason , Principal, Flute and Fifteenth i n the Choir 
from C fa ut are by communication ." This organ had a curious 
arrangement of the manuals with the Swell the highest and the Choir in 
the mi ddle. 
In 1842 the organ was renovated by J.C . Bishop, one of the 
lea ding organ- builders of his day and famous for his rebuild of the 
"Father" Smith organ in St . Paul ' s Cathedral. In his rebuild of the 
St. Margaret's organ he replaced the Stopped Diapason on the Choir with 
an Open Diapason , removed the Vox Humana and modified the Furniture, 
renaming it Mixt ure . This latter step meant that the Mi xture probably 
lost much of its brilliance and colour as Bishop introduced mor e and 
more unison and less and less mutation ranks going up the compass in 
his mixtures . The top oct ave and a half in these stops is often 
composed almost entirely of 8, 4 and 2 fts . 
Then in less than twenty- five years the organ underwent 
three separate rebuilds: in 1859 by Holdich, in 1868 by Hill , and 
yet again rebui l t in 1883 as a large three-manual instrument by the 
latter firm . 
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This Was the organ which the great "romantic " player 
Ed':,in H. Lemare (1865- 10Y) found v:hen he :Jas appointeJ Organist at 
St . Margaret ' ~ to'.'Ja rc.is the en :'\ of the nin eteenth century. Ho'sever , 
Lemare wanted an instrument more suited to tho. p laying of his 
transcriptions of ,,:agner and other orchestral ' iO rks which '.': er ~ so 
popubr at that time. So in 1897 the Hill orga n ',:a s replaced by an 
instrument built by Walkor , one more orchestral in tonal design and 
i d'.:all y suit r:d to Lcmarc·f s n...:c ds . It is at this point that the 
connexion with St . Gcor0e ' s Ca thLdral beeins' 
The Hill orga n wa s bought by a Mr . :,I .H. Baxter of Harrogate 
i n Yorkshire , ",ho origina lly intended to give it to on e of the Free Church 
Chapels in that city . HOI',ever, it is said that he Was rath er upset by 
the Min i ster , who thought it Iiould be too large for th , Chapel, and, on 
hei\ring that a ne\" Cathedral WCl S being built in Cape TOIvn , div0r te cl his 
gift to South Africa instead . i,iT . BilxtGr paid for the rebu ilding and 
thG ad.dition of a fourth manual, together ,':ith a n8\: console and ne" 
action chests thr oughout, making a total cost of SOl ,;2thing like £ 3 , 000 . 
He also pai d illl the shipping charges to Cape TO C'1n and for the re- urection 
of the organ in th e Cathedral itself , leaving the CJthedral authorit i es 
to purchase only the e lectric bl owing apparatus, which cost a mere £300 . 
-- --------- ---- -- --- -------- ------ - -------- -- -- ----- .-. -- - .. - -
6 . The new C3thGdra l under construct ion , shooving or giln l oft. 
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The Cape TimeS We0kly £,dition of A.pril 5th, 1903 gu ve a long 
account of i.;r . Baxter ' s "nob10 gift": 
"Str i king evidence of the filct that th.~ scheme for the 
erection of a new Cilth"ctrnl i n Ca"" Town has more f il r - reaching 
interest than is g ~ n era ll y supposed , has r~centl \' been r ecei v ee: 
by t he Bu il d i ng Committ ~e her e " nd in London . Mr . ' i.H. Ba xter , 
the ,,~ll - known L"eds engineer , hJS made a r.;unifi cent offer to 
the nc>! bu i lding of a gift of Cln up- to- Ja te four manUi,l church 
0 ~ 9iln of 51 stops -3nd t ubular pneumatic action throughout . 
The offer, which i t i s needless to say, h,s been ~ c cept cj with 
;) l acrity, has been followed up by Mr . Baxtor with such untiring 
zeAl and ,mer gy, that the I:hole schemo anC: design of tho instrument 
is already in th0 hands of I,iess rs. Hill unci Sons, the ce l ebr ated 
organ builder s , anc' only a·.,ait c. th" final word f or i ts completion . 
So soon 3S the roof of the now C,thecirl l is on , CJre To.~ will 
pos sess il truly magnificent organ, fitted with every mo dern 
contriv:lnce for ton·~ and effect , ,Inc! to quote the words of the 
maker s: ' the seventh hrgest cathe:lr1l org~n r'e have bui lt ' , in 
f ac t anI y smaller by ono or tl-iD stops thc,n some of tho others . 
The particularly s t r iking f ea t ur e of tho wel come intelligonce 
li es in t he singul arl y disinterest ed g"ner os ity which has 
prompted it . It i s surely an object l ess to us in South Africa . 
Mr . Baxter h3s absolutely no selfish inter es t to serve . 
Probabl y he will never see the church which he proposes to enrich 
i n such a generous mann er . Again his li ber~ lity i s not a 
measured one ; it clocs not stop at the merC! 9i ft of the organ . 
The conveyance hither ~ n d its erection in thL CGtheciral ar e a l l 
down in the terms of the gift. His only stipula t ion being , that 
the present cathedr a l or gan (a fin e specimen , by the way ) sha ll 
be given to some deservin g pari sh in South h fric ~ , when it i s no 
lonoer r equi red in the old buil ding ••• 
The organ i s to have a frontage of twenty- five feet i n the 
ch~ ncel , While another front , decorated in the sElme styl e will 
,ppear outside the south transept . Th,-, decor iltion of the 
organ case is part icularly beautiful, being a special creation 
of i.IT. Arthur Hi ll, (1) whose r eputation in th i s direction is 
(1) Arthur Hill (1857-- 1923) , one of the partners 
in the firm of W. Hill an, ' Son , a ls o author of 
"Organ- casC?s and Organs of t he Mi dd l e Ages anci 
Renaissance, .•• " (1883) 
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well - known to ba unique . Mr . BClxtcr has himself added to 
the original spc·cification.. . The Archbishop of Cape Town ( .) 
has devoted some time in conjunction with Sir George Martin 1 
j~ius . Doc . and Mr. B1xter , in consideration of thG specification 
and design of the instrument ... " (ii) 
In the iViuniments Room of St . George's Cath0dral there is a 
letter from ;i.r . Baxter writt en te the Archb i shop of Cape TOlin shortly 
bdore the org'ln '.'Ia s despatched to CJ?e TOVin in 1909 . It is quoted 
belm . in full because it throws intercstin0 light not only on the 
circumstances surrounJing this generous gift, but also on the character 
of it s donor" 
Dear Archtishop of Capeto\ln , 
Knappinc Uount, 
Harrogatb 
17th June , 1909 
Some years aC)o \', hen it VICS dGcided to build the first 
portion of your Cathedra l, to the Memory of British Soldi ers 
who f ell during the late "far in Africu, and after a j,\cet ing 
in London in which Lord Roberts and the Bishop of London took 
a prominent part towards further i ng th",t object, and at which 
period I had on hClnd the Organ formerly in St . Margarot ' s, 
Westminster , (the case of which a l one was considered very 
vc.luable) I decided out of sympathy to Lonl Roberts for t he 
loss of his Son, and as a person~ l Thank Offerin r for the 
success achieved by the British Army , I wou l d offer the Organ 
formerl y in St. Murgeret ' s lSicJ Westminster, and undertake to 
hu ve it reconstructed and erected in th ~ new C~thedral. 
I made this offer t hrough the Bishor of London , and my 
offer being accepted , I se l ected Sir George Martin to dr-,w up 
the necessary specification for the recon struction of the Organ 
sui tab l e for the C:lthedral. 
(1) Sir George Martin (1844- 1916) English organist 
and composer, Organ ist of st . Pnul ' s Cathedral , London . 
(ii) Cape Times Weekly Edition, April 8th, 1903 
- ---- ------ ----- -------------- ----------------
7. The present or gan being erected (1909). 
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I en close you 2 copy of such specific~tion and nlso a 
copy of t he particulilrs of packages which I h~ve consigned 
to you through Messrs . Donald Currie & Co . who ar 2 shipping 
the Organ so packed by the 5 •• • "German " v/hich slils from 
London on 26th June . 
This Organ is consisned to you and which i s to be erected 
by Messrs . Cooper & Gill of your Cit y, being introduced to me 
by Messrs . Wm . Hill & Son of London , the Builders, as most 
capable of performin') this work , and who I trust \-/ i11 make a 
most siltisfactory completion of the work and that it will 
prove worthy of the position selected for it . 
I therefor e trust you ":ill accept the sam_ and that it will 
prove itself t horoughly e ffiCient , and that it may long remain 
to assis t in the Services of Praise- and Thonksgiving to Almight y 
God , to the sil t isfnction of both th ~ pla yers of it, as well as 
to those who join in thL Services rendered in so worthy a 
Memoria l to those whose memory the Chanc" l portion has been 
erected. 
Yours foithfully, 
W. H. ShAlER 
P. S. Bills of Lading -,fill be forrmrded to you imm~diately I 
receive them, ' Ihich v;i11 be made out to yourself. 
The Sp-2cification of the Hill Organ in St . George ' 5 Cathedra l (1909) : 
GREAT ORGAN (CC to C) 
l. Double open diapason 16 
2. Open diapason No . 1 8 
3 . Open diapason No . 2 .. . 
· .. 
8 
i;. • Open tli apason No . 3 8 
5 . Gambil .. . ... 8 
6 . Stopped diapason ... n 
· .. 
8 
7 . Principal ... · .. 4 
8 . Harmonic flut e ... .. . · .. 4 
9 . Twelfth ... 2'h 
10. Fifteenth ... · .. 2 
11. Mixture ... 3 ranks 
12. Contr a posaune .. . .. . 16 
13 . Posaune ... .. . 
· .. 
8 
14 . Clar ion ... . .. 4 
i Swell to Great ii Solo to Great 
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SViELL ORGAN (CC to C) 
l. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
Bour do n 
Open d i a p~son 
S2.1icion(l1 
Vox a ng21 ic~ 
Rohr flute 
Principa l 
Fifteenth 
s . Sesqui )lt cTa 
9 . Oboe 
10 . Vox humana 
(tenor C) 
. .. 
. .. 
11. Double trumpet 
12 . CornOpG.ln 
13 . Clar i on 
iii Tremulnnt 
· .. 
· .. 
... 
· .. · .. 
· .. · .. 
... 
iv Octwe 
CHom OP.GAi'.' (CC to C) 
1. Dulcbn3 
2 . G1mba 
3 . 
~ . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
'l . 
Stopped di.:p:lson • . • 
Li cblich 0C1cckt ••• 
Gemshorn 
Flute 
Fl autinu 
.. . 
Corno J' b,ssctto 
Cl:::rinct 
v Tremulant 
· .. 
vi Swe ll to Choir 
SOLO ORGAiJ (CC to C) 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
Harmonic flute 
Rohr (jedeckt 
Concert flute 
(unenclosocl) 
... 
'.. Orchestr a l oboe 
5 . Tub~ (unenclosed) 
vii 
ix 
Great to ped3 1 
Choir to PGdill 
xi Great pi s ton s 
... 
.. . 
· .. 
viii Swell to pedal 
x Solo to pedal 
t o pedal pistons 
16 
8 
8 
8 
8 
4 
2 
3 ranks 
8 
G 
16 
8 
8 
8 
8 
4 
2 
16 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
9 . 
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PEDAL ORGAN (eee to F) 
Double open di:Jpuson 
Opon diapason (wood) 
Open diapason (metal) . , .. 
Violone . .. 
Bourdon .. . .. . 
Oct ave (n ev/; from 2) 
Violoncello (from 4) 
Bass flute (from 5) 
Tromb0nc . .. 
WI ND PRESSURES 
G t 3), " ( d d j " 1 5" ) r~a ~ In • . r ee s an open ( lapaSOn , In. 
Swell 3 in. (r eeds 5 in . ) 
Choir 3i~ in. 
Solo 5. in •. (tuba 12 in.) 
Pedal 3t in. (trombone 7 i n . ) 
Act i on 12 in. 
Balanced pedals to <>w ell and solo (enclosec.;) boxes . 
6 thumb- pistons to Gre3t (2 el ectric) 
6 thumb- pistons to Swell 
4 thumb- pist ons to Choir (1 eloctric) 
3 thumb- pistons to 5010 
6 to e- pistons to pedal (2 electric) 
6 toe--pistons to swell 
Reversibl e thumb- piston Swell to Great * 
Reversible thumb-piston Grbat to Pedal * 
(* dupl icated by toe- pistons ) 
32 
16 
16 
16 
16 
8 
8 
8 
16 
3 . The interior of t he pres ' nt C~thedral showing the or gan case 
de signed by Arthur Hi ll (1823) . 
( I 
I 
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Belo':1 tho Org1o 00 a pilbr is ) tobl et recording Mr . Baxter ' s 
gift in the foll owing , 'ords: 
"To the glory of God this organ formerly in the Church 
of St. ~;a r9aret , Westminster , En9bn'~ , is the gift of 
\'! .H. Baxter Es'l" J , P. of L00ds and Harrog1te , Yorkshire 
ilt WhOS 8 ~xpe!1se it V,':'S cnlargcj ~ bc:Juti fioe! und. ~rected 
in this Cathedral in the ye~r of Our Lo r d 1909." 
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PA R T II 
---- .. _--
THE ORGANISTS OF ST . GEORGE 'S CATHEDRAL 
a) EARLy ORGANISTS (1834- 1863) 
During the twenty- seven yea rs wh ile the English 1V0r shipped 
i n the Gr oote Kerk, befor e the building of st . George ' s Cothedral in 
1834 , 1ittlG attenti on Was pa i d to th(: musica l s i de of their services . 
The Du tch R", f or med Kerkraad a llowed thGm tho us e of the organ from 
1813 onwards and from time to time the military bands from Cape Town 
Castle played at the services and accompanied thG singi ng . When the 
us c of tho organ vias eventually allo\-;8d , the Government appo i nt ed 
Mr . George Col es as organ i s t to t he Engl ish congr egat i on ' an 
appointment which meant that Anglicans in Cape Town had an organis t 
almost t wenty years before they had an or gan , or even a church f or that 
matter. 
The organists for these English services for the next t wenty 
years were: 
1814 - 1815 
1816 - 1820 
1821 - 1822 
1823 - 1829 
1829 - 1834 
(and after) 
Georgo Coles 
Frederick Osmitius 
F.C . Gr ondl eer 
James Gragory 
Thomas Cor der 
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"Comparison of this list with the lists of Lutheran and 
Dutch organists shows that in 1817- 1818 Osmitius was jo i ntly or ganist 
to both the Lutheran and Anglican congregations and that in 1821- 1822 
Grondeleer WeS joint organist to the Ang l icans and the DutCh .,, ( i ) 
During the early years at St. George ' s a l~rge nl~ber of 
organists came and '.Vent , and 50 it W3S impossible fo r an y wort hwhile 
musica l tradition to be established , let alone maintained . The 
position in which t hese organists found thems elves was a dec i dedl y 
difficult one , for they had to satisfy the Government , the Clergy, 
the Cathedr al Vestry and tho congr egation, and i t was certainl y not 
easy t o keep ever yone happy. These appointments were made by the 
Government and, to begin '.'lith , the entire salary of £30 per annum 
was paid by them. As it was quite impossible to make e'lds meet on 
this mere pi ttance , t he organist had to augment his income by 
teaching as many private pupils as he coul d find . By 1839 a number 
of the Cathedra l shareho l der s had rCulised the need for an i ncrease 
in th e organist' s salary and three of them wrote to the Vestry on 
October 20th , 1839 stating "that no competent Organist could be 
found at the present very low salary, and we hope that, if the 
matter were brought under the consi deration of the Gover nment , t he 
sum might possibl y be raised to at l eas t £50 or £60 •.• " 
(i) McIntyre: Early Organs and Organists at the Cape, p . l~. 
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On November 7th, 1839 the Vestry therefore resolved "that an 
application be made ••• to the Government , with the pra yer that the 
Sqlary of the Or ganist of St. George ' s Church be increased to £50 ." 
However, this request Vias refused and so the Vestry decided to guarantee 
the sum of £30 per annum " in addition to the salary of £30 paid by the 
Government". (27th November, 1839) 
The meagre Cathedral funds , however, could not support this 
added demand and so , in 1841, a special Church Choral Fund had t o be 
established . The _~~e of Good Hope Governill@pt Gazette of October 22nd , 
1841 gives notice of the meeting "in pursuance of a resolution at the 
Annual Mee'ing of the Shareholders .,. for the purpose of consideri ng the 
propriety of authorising the Trust Vestry, in order thus to raise a 
fund for continuing the Church Chor al Service , t o charge One Shilling 
and Sixpence (ls.6d.) additionall y per sitting to each Pew Renter of the 
Church." (i) 
Yet even this could hardly have proved a successful venture, 
for payments of the organist ' s salary were often not forthcoming and at 
times organi sts had to send in we l l - nigh desperate pleas for payment. 
For example , Mrs . L. Mangin (who was appointed on 27th November, 1839 as 
St. George ' s first and only woman organist) wrote to the Churchwardens 
on 14th June, 1841 , to say' 
(i) Cape oJ_G_ood Hope Government Gazett~, October 22nd, 1841 
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"I am compelled by most unpleasant circumstances to 
beg and entreat of you to oblige me with the payment of 
£15 now overdue to me for the last six months ' salary as 
Or ganist at s t. George ' s Church . I Vlould not be t hus 
ur gent upon you were I not unab l e to meet an immediate 
demand for which I have received a summons anJ which must 
be answered on Wednesd1Y morning next ••• I hope and trust 
that you will • • • not allow me t o sink for want of that 
which is justl y my due •• • " 
The l etter written by one of the Churchwar dens to the 
other on the same day shows what a bad state the financ es were in: 
" ... What is to be done? If there is a possi bility of do ing anything 
t o prevent her (to use her own expression) from sinking , we must do 
it. I have only got, as I befor e to l d you, one and a half guinea 
in add ition t o the form er subscription ... but pray l et us str etch 
a point f or the payment of what Mrs . M. is entitled to, or I fe ar 
much odium VJill fall on the Church direction . . • " 
Because of the necess ity of the organist ' s havi ng to teach 
privately to augment hi s sal ary, it was a lmost inevitab l e t hat at 
some time or another the Cathedr a l Vestry shoul d f eel that not enough 
time was be ing devoted to th e Cathedral music . When compl a ints like 
thi s Vlere :!lade, the poor organ ist w" s more often t han not dismiss ed , 
his successor would be equally unsatisfactory, and the whole story 
would begin again . Unfortunately the number of avail able organi sts 
in Cape Town in the mid- nineteenth century was r ather limit ed and as 
often as not the "new" organist wou l d be one of the pr edecessors being 
given yet another chance. 
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Another popular critic i sm l evell ed at th e various organists 
was that the choir was impossi bl y bad , or that ther e was no choir at 
all . For exampl e , in t he Vestry minutes of 9t h September, 1839 a 
resolution is recorded "that Mr. Logier the Organist ••• be 
informed of the reso lut i on of the Vestry to appoint another Organi st 
in his room unless he pledge himse lf to form an effective Choir for 
s ervice i n St . George ' s Chur ch within a term of six weeks ." Yet 
aga in on May 31st, 1841 it was resolved at a Vestry Meeting that "the 
Secretary be reques ted to communicate to the Organist (Ntrs. Ma ngin ) ••• 
t hat as it is known to be the general f eel ing of the congr egati on that 
the Choral Service has been very insufficiently p~rformed , t his 
meeting wou l d submit •• • t ha t t hi s gener al disappointment on the part 
of the congregat i on sha l l be communicated to the Organ i st ." 
Her successor, one Charl es Br ookton , s eems to have had a little 
more succes s with the choral music , fo r we r ead in the Vestry mi nu t es 
of 3rd January, 1842 that "i n consider ation of the exerti ons of 
Mr . Brookton i n respect of the Church chor al servi ce s upon and si nce 
his appoin tment as Organist on the 1st October last - he be a llowed 
Salary (inc l uding the Government Allowance of £30 per annum) from that 
dat e at the r ate of sixty pounds (£60) per annum." However, a f ew 
months l ater (25th Jul y, 1842) the Chur chwardens had "to i nform 
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Mr . Brookton that his dismissal f r om the situation of Organist will 
be consequent upon any under interference on hi s part with Mr. Adney 
in the tuni ng of the Organ". 
Histor y does not tell us whether he left the poor organ-tuner 
in peace after this warning , but we f ind in the Vestry minut es of 
9th February the following year, 1843, that "a paragraph in t he 
Verzame l aa r newspilper of the 24th ulto . hilving been read which reports 
that the Organist of St. George ' s Church had been brought up by the 
police and fined ten shillings for drunkenness, and seven shillings and 
sixpence for disorderly conduct, and i t having been ascertained by 
enquiry at the police office that the report in the newspaper was 
substantially correct, it was resolved that Mr . Br ookton is hereby 
removed from his office , and that an advertisement be i nserted in the 
newspapers fo r an Organist for st . George 's Church, an'i that the 
Secretary be requested to communicate to Mr . 8rookton immediately in 
writing the substance of this resolution." 
Yet another unfortunate choice was a man called Rice , t he 
assistant master at St . George ' s Grammar School. After having been 
organist for only a very short while , "circumstances occurred which 
rendered his stay at the Cape undesirable and he disap;eared.,,(i) The 
Cathedral authorities were more fortunate in their selection in 1858 of 
(i) Neumann Thomas: "Recollect ions I f ain would recall ••• " 
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George Darter, who had been a piano manufacturer in London and who 
was the founder of Darter's Mus ic Shop in Cape Town. However, in 
later da ys the increased salaries attr acted better qualified organists: 
the salary was raised from £60 to £75 in December 1851 , to £30 in 1863, 
£100 in September 1873 and fi na ll y rose to £150 in 1889. After the 
many changes of these unsettled early years the three organists who 
followed, Neumann Thomas, Barrow Dowlin\) and Al ban Hamer , held their 
posts for a combined l ength of nearly ninety years. 
Because of the difficulties experienced with the organists 
in the early years, it is hardly surprising that it was a long time 
before a choir worthy of the name existed at St . George ' s. The English 
began their services in the Gr oote Kerk with no choir at all and it was 
only at the opening of a new organ there in July 1830 t hat a determined 
effort was made to train an effective choir. A report of this "Opening 
of the New Or gan at t he Re formed Church" which appear ed in the South 
African Commercial Advertiser of July 17th, 1830 made the following 
observations of this first Ang lican choir in Cape Town: " ... the cho ir, 
which has been formed and instructed by Mr. Corder, chaunted the s ervic es 
in a manner that reflects much credit upon every Individual compos ing it, 
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particularly under the circumstances through which it has been 
brought into public notice. It is to be hoped that some genuine 
lovers of 'Sacred Melody', will cherish into maturity what has been 
thus far reared by a single individual to a height which, with a 
little pecuniary assistance, promises to be a great acquisition to 
our Church Service.,,(i) 
The report then goes on to describe an anthem composed 
especially for the occasion by the Organist, Mr. Corder' "The 98th 
Psalm was finely arranged by Mr. Corder as an Anthem, and the grandeur 
of the Organ, and the imagination of the Composer, were in true keeping 
with the subject harmonized, at the words of the Psalm, 'With Trumpets 
etc. show yourselves joyful' - 'Let the sea make a noise' - 'Let the 
floods clap their lands' lSic] , and 'Let the hills be joyful togeth~r 
before the Lord.' The Trumpets - the roaring of the sea - the 
clashing of the waters, and the vibratory echoes given to the hills, 
were indeed happily conceived and expressed. 
"The anthem was sung by the gentlemen of the choir with great 
spirit and feeling: it was only to be regretted that there was not a 
little more power in the Treble and Bass, the former in particular 
would be greatly enriched by the introduction of a few female voices' 
this may be accomplished at some future period ••• 
(i) South African Commercial Advertiser, July 17th, 1830 
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"The English Community are really much indebted to the 
Reverend Consistory of the Dutch Reformed Church for the use of their 
splendi d organ; 
( . ) 
to Mr . Cor der for his masterly performance." 1 
Evidently a number of "genuine lovers of 'Sacred Melody' did 
ri se to this chall enge and, ma inly through the untiring efforts of 
Sir John Wylde , an enthus iasti c Trustee and member of the Cathedral 
Vestry, an "English Cape Church Chor a l Society" was formed which 
undertook t o establi sh and ass ist a choir. This choir, trained by 
Thomas Corder, had been du ly formed and sang for the first time on 
Christmas Da y, 1829 ••• "but Tate and Br ady 's Metrical Psalms were found 
to be an obstacle t o these attempts at improving the vocal music.,,(H ) 
~ propos of this, a correspondent, signing himself ' Jubal', 
wrote to the Cape of Good Hope Literary Gazette on January 5th, 1831 
saying: "In our English Epi scopa l Church in Cape Town, much is doing 
to promote the improvement of that delight fully interesting part of 
Christ i an worship the Psalmody, in its voca l r e l at i ons . But with such 
a vers~Jn of the Psalms as we are obliged to adopt at pr esent , it is 
not likely that we shall succeed t o perfecti on ••• what I propose is, 
that as we are not under the thumb of any power in this colony gr eater 
that that of our own offi ciating s en i or col onia l chaplain ••• that a 
(i) South African Cgrnmercial Advertiser, Ju ly 17th, 1830 . 
(ii) Hewitt: "Sketches of English Church History in 
South Africa" : p.53. 
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Selection of Psalms and Hymns should be pUbl ishod undGr that 
gcntl emnn l s own ausPicos ••• II (i) 
When St . George ' s Cath0dr al was opened in 1834, thG choir 
was placed in a ga ll ery , a practice v/hich Vias common in England until 
the time when thG Oxford Movement brought about thG introduction of 
surp.1iced choirs in the chilncel during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. "BGhind , but not immedi ate ly over the a ltar was 
a l ofty ga ll ery running the whole l ength of t hG church , with the 
organ in t he middle i n front of which sat an unsurpliced choi r of men 
d f b t · d ff f th . ht f th t '" (ii) an a ew oys, cur alne 0 r om e 519 0 e congrega lon e 
However , the efforts of these s i ngers were none too successfu l cnd in 
1887 we find J .A . Hewitt writing in his "Sketches of English Church 
History in South Africa" as follows : 
"The musica l services were not , however, by any means of a 
cathedr al type; there was a mixed cho ir in the ga llery, but there 
wer e complaints that thG voca l and instr umenta l mus ic wer e not in 
harmon y and the organ was r equi r ed to be more acc ommodating. ,, (iii) 
Unfortunat ely th~ exis t ence of this earl y choir was a short 
one , f or successive organ i sts showed litt l e i nter ost in this direc tion 
and what choir therG was eventually disappeared . As we have a l ready 
(i) Calle of G,go.cLHoj2e qt.eF~r.'l...fuL~!ltt.!l, January 5th, 1831. 
(ii) Ch~rch CQronic~, Apri l 26th , 1905, p.249 . 
(iii) Hewitt : i bi d. p.79. 
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seen, the Cathedral Vestry registered their dissatisfaction at the 
lack of a choir in September, 1839 by warning Logier that he would no 
longer continue as Organist "unless he pledge himself to form an 
effective choir ••• within a t erm of six weeks." The unhappy Logier 
r efused to accept this ultimatum and was replaced by Mrs. Mangin two 
months later. 
In the Vestry minutes of 9th December, 1839 t here is a record 
of a meet ing held to form a choir and the SGven gentlemen present 
"unanimously r eso lved that they should assist in the Services provided 
that the following arrangements are agreed upon, viz: 
1st That the <!urtain of the Or gan Gallery be raised 
12 inches 
2nd That the Organ loft be distinct from the Gallery 
3rd That the r equired practice be at the Church with 
the Organist 
4th That the meet i ng of the Choir for practice be 
strictly private 
5th That the Choir consider themselves under the general 
control of the Vestry 
6th That the selection and arrangement of the music be 
made by the Organist Mrs. Mangin and Mr. Hitchcock 
as Conductor." 
Yet even a ll this seems to have had little success - Hitchcock 
l asted barely six months as Conductor and the choral music r eceived 
continual criticism during the years that followed . 
. ' , 
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Eventually matters came to a head when Logier was in his 
second term of office (1843-i849): the Vestry r~orded on loth October, 
1848 that "the very imperfect performance of this part of the service 
has tak en .p.lace during the s even years that Mr. Logier has officiated as 
Organist •.• Mr. Logier attr i butes the failure to 1nterferenc.e •••. with 
his functions and his mode of executing the came." . He was· allowed 
five 'monthsin which to recti.fy the situation and promised that he would 
. be ' left '''ent-irely free and. independent in every );(?spect as tA his .pa;r:t 
- in and. manngement of his duties ••• '" Nevertheless he ·did not succeed in 
prnducing any'_ results and S'1 was finally dismissed. 
His successor, Thoma s Corder, began his second term 'l" Organist 
with renewed enthusiasm and wrote t'l the V<?stry on. June 2nd, .185C -to 
say that. his" anxious desire is to form a Choir that will b" competent 
to cing the full Cathedral··Service whenever that may be required, 
"And in order . to dJJ this it will be necessary to instruct the 
choriGterc in the first principles of music and to promote" more general ' 
knowledge of choral music. I propooe to instruct a "elect number 'of 
boys ;;md girls from the schoob (;onnected with .St. George's Church . and 
teach ·them the rudiments of vocd music so that they may become. more 
competent t~ sing with the choristers all the chants, psalms and 
choruses of the anthems .•• " 
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Bishop Robert Gray's clergy, fresh from Eng l and , probably 
had the same poor opinion of the choir's ability as they had of many 
other things at St. Geo:rge's. One of the many changes begun in 1856, 
was that tho choir was brought down from the gallery to the sanctuary 
where they occupied the new choir stalls. During this move the l ess 
useful and not very enthusiastic members of the choir were encouraged 
to resign and this resulted in a more efficient choir of only six men 
and twelve boys. 
"The men of the choir had worn surplices , \'Ihile the services 
were held in the Dutch Church - at leas t since their formati on into a 
choir by Mr. Corder, the Organist, in 1830 , but for some reason or other 
they were discarded and not resumed until the choir was brought down 
into the body of the Church in 1855", (i) presumably because they were 
considered unnecessary for a choir which could scarcely be seen in the 
gallery, But their now more conspicuous position in the new stal l s , 
the Oxford Movement and Bishop Gray ' s more elaborate services demanded 
more formality and so surplices were once again worn. 
When St . George ' s Cathedral Grammar School was founded in 
185 1, a steady and constant supply of choirboys was assured. By 1880 
many of the boys were in a special boarding establishment situated in 
Jamison Street, and, by way of a special incentive, boys of nine to 
t.welve were taken at r educed fee~. 
(i) 9h~rch Chrgnicle, April 26th, 1905, p.249. 
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As we have seen, the first choirs had very little to do; 
not many hymns were sung as it was considered a rather "nonconformist" 
thing to do. "The repertoire seems to have consisted largely of Tate 
and Brady's metrical version of the psalms, as set in John Hullah's 
Psalter. The great majority of the early organists and choirmasters 
were evidently quite satisfied to leave things as they found them. 
Much of the blame can be laid at the door of the Cathedral Vestry who 
had on December 6th, 1841 resolved that "the Organist be desired to 
refer himself altogether to the said Committee as to the sel ect ion of 
the particular chants and choral services for the Church use previously 
to their adoption for practice and such s9rvices only to be so used as, 
upon the suggestion of the Organist , shall have been approved by the 
Committee. " No wonder they found it so difficult to recruit suitable 
church musicians in those early days. 
When Bishop Gray came in 1848, there had been little change or 
improvement musically and on February 25th he wrote to a friend as follows: 
"Up to this time we have not been able to establish f ull Cathedral 
Service; but we have daily prayer, morning and evening, and weekly 
Communion. The Canticles and Glorias, etc., are chanted, and we have 
regular anthems. We shall in time have full Cathedral Service. ,,(i) 
Anthems and settings of the Canticles were gradually introduced and a 
(i) Gray: "Life of Robert Gray" (Vol.I), p.24l. 
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full Cathedral Service on proper English lines was sung for the 
first time at the opening of Diocesa n Synod in 1857. 
From then on things began to improve musically and i n 1863 
the Cathedral authorities appoint ed Charles Neumann Thomas, the first 
of three organ ists who were to serve the Church for almost a century, 
and who brought the music at St . George's to a standard which it had 
never before reached. 
Ear1v Organists "t St. George 's (1834 - 1863) 
Thomas Corder 1834 - 1837 
Frederick Logier 1837 - 1839 
Mrs. L. Mangin 1839 - 1841 
Charles Brookton 1841 - 1843 
Frederick Logier 1843 - 1849 
Thomas Corder 1849 - 1858 
Mr . Rice 1858 
George Darter 1858 - 1863 
- --- - -------- - - --- - -
, 
9. Char l es Neumann Thoma s. 
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b) CHAR LES NEUMANN THOMAS (1863- 1888) 
Charles Neumann Thomas was bor n on the 16th March , 1840 
at Knutsford, Chester , into a f amil y with quite an ecc lesi as tical 
tradition: his father was for a great many years the Vicar of 
Christ Church, Chest er; a cousin of his grandfather was Dean of 
Westminster Abbey at the time when the Festival of the Centenary of 
Handel ' s birth was held in the Abbey Nave in 1784, and l ater became 
Bishop of Rochester ; his mother ' s brother was also a priest, while 
his f ather's younger si ster, Mary, married a Reverend Mr . Foulkes . 
In notes e'1t i tled "Some Recollections I l ove to recall and 
others I would fai n fo r get", written in 1923, Char l es Neumann Thomas 
says that he showed signs "of a fondness for music " whi le he was 
still young and "while unrler my first tuition fr om my mother , who was 
a 'load musician, I took a delight in sitting down t o the piano and 
fancyin g myself as a maestro ." His first piano teacher was a l ady 
whose name he could not remember . His lessons with her came to rather 
an abr upt end when his father discovered that she was a Roman Catholic -
as Thomas puts it. "Great was the horror of the danger of poor little 
me being tainted from such a source ." His next, and only teacher for 
the piano was a lay-c l erk at Chester Cathedral , a Mr . Scarisbrook , 
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I'/hile another l ay-clerk, Mr . Mason , taught him singing . Evidentl y 
one of Mr . Mason ' s ways of compelling his pupils to keep t heir mouths 
open while singing Was to place a card edgeways between the lips and 
teeth so that if they tried to close their mouths, t he y hur t themse l ves ! 
One of Thomas ' ear l iest musical memories Was that of a visit 
of a Mr . Hodgkinson, an architect and an excellent Violinist . It was 
he who Thomas claims taught him "to endeavour to feel with t he composer 
und read his mind when playing even the simpl est of music". As Thomas 
was pl aying Spohr ' 5 "Blessed are the Departed" , ;.;r . Hodgkinson called 
at the house . "He came quietly into the drawing room and stopped me 
at once. ' Now li sten ' , he said, and began in a soft voice to hum the 
air, giving it an interpretation quite new to me and mos t faSCinating. 
He stood by me and made me play it over and over again until he WaS more 
or less satisfied." 
Like so many church musicians, Charles Neumann Tholllas ' interest 
in the organ and church music was aroused by hearing the choral services 
i n a Cathedral . Wh il e the family lived in Chester, he would often 
attend Evensong in the Cathedral and si t in thL gallery adjoining the 
organ loft where "he could listen to the anthem . At the same time he 
was cultivating his music "a good deal . .. and in addition to the piano 
had opportunities of acquiring the organ touch " , as he frequentl y 
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deputised for Colon01 Evans Llnyd, who at the time was honorary 
Organist of Upton Church , whe"e Thomas sang in the Choir. When his 
voice broke it eventuall If developed into "a rather good baritone", as 
he modestl y describes it. 
When he was in his twentieth year, Charles Thomas decided to 
try his fortunes abroad and on the 29th December, 1859, he duly sailed 
for South Afric,", aboard th~ barque Genevieve, arriving in Cape Town on 
the 1st April , 1860. In Cape Town he took a post in the Government 
Surveying Office and kept up his musical interests by accompanying 
songs and dances in burlesques staged by an Amateur Dramatic Cl ub . It 
rec!uired quite some preparation since he had often to make up accompani-
ments \'Ihere tho music was unobtainable and must, in some ways, have been 
a little trying to his artistic sensibilities, for,. as he himself puts 
it, "the singing powers of the performers too were not equal to their 
histrionic abilities and they requir ed very great assistance in their 
vocal efforts". 
'When Mr. Neumann Thomas arr ived in 1860 he found quite a good 
choir at St . George ' s Cathedral , and he often attended the services. 
Mr. Corder was th~ Cathedral Organist at that time, but he shortly 
afterwards transferred his talents and work to the D.R. Church in 
Adderley- street." (i) At that time the Precentor of the Cathedra l was 
(i) Cape Times, July 10th, 1923 
---------
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Canon Ogilvie who later resigned to become Headmaster of Diocesan 
College in Rondebosch . Thomas had expressed a desire to join the 
Cathedral Choir but exception -"a5 taken to his "theatrical proclivities" , 
and it was not until the Reverend ~~. Parminter succeeded Og ilvie as 
Precentor that this objection was waived and he "donned a surplice for 
the first time and soon became the leading bass soloist". Writing 
of the new Precentor, Parrninter, Thomas describes him as being "a fine 
man, a good scholar and preacher ••• a fair knowledge of music and a 
magnificent bass voice" . 
During the short time that Thomas sang in the Cathedral Choir 
there were two Organists, ~1r . Rice and Mr . George Darter. In 1863 
Darter went to Port Elizabeth and the Dean and Chapter offered Thomas 
the post of Organist at £80 per annum; he accepted and held the post 
for the next twenty-five years . In his "Recollections" he describes 
some of his work and the conditions at the Cathedral: 
"The duties were rather heavy . Several practices a week 
wi th the boys in the Cathedral School building and one full 
practice in the Cathedral, besides extra practices for f estivals, 
oratorio services, etc. I had t o play , of course, twice on 
Sunda y and at any special services. As the Choir improved, which 
they rapidly did, under successive Precentors, the musical servicec 
also advanced and the choirboys required daily tuition . The 
Choir library also required constant attention and eventually an 
Assistant Organist was appointed. She was a Miss Strohl who had 
been a pupil of Dr. Armes, Organist of Durham Cathedral. She 
was quite a good pl ayer and an excellent trainer of boys . She 
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a l so kept the mus i c in per f ect order and repair. Miss Str ohl 
always sat in the organ loft with me. I don ' t th i nk the Dean 
quite approved but he did not interfere with the ar rangement ." 
Thomas admits that his experience of organ playing was but 
slight when he accepted the post of Organist of st. George ' s Cathedra l. 
He had had some lessons from Mr . Owen Allen rtho was Organist of 
St . Giles ' Church , Chester , wher e his father had officiated before 
going to Christ Church. "The foundation was laid by him and I WaS 
able by assiduous practice to improve rapidly ." During a visit to 
England a little whi l e later he? took thl? opportunity of having some 
lessons from the Organist of Chester Cath edral, Frederick Gunton. (i) 
His lessons were on the Cathedral organ but hI? had to pr actise at 
st. Paul ' s Church, Broughton, 
He notes that even in 1862 the St . George ' s Choir wa s a good 
one "and full Cathedral Service was the rule". Some of the gent lemen 
of the Choir were very good friends of Thomas, notably Walter Bolus, 
one of his earliest friends at the Cape and for many years a lo yal and 
enthusiastic alto . Other singers included Ashburnham, Stevens, 
Arthut Biden , Hewitt, Boulcott, Stapleton, Hughes and Barry , some of 
them evidently quite distinguished sol oists . "Hewitt, Stapleton and 
Biden were a l l solo boys in the Choir and developed. Hewitt and 
Stapleton into tenors and Biden into a bass . Hewitt possessed one 
(i) Organist of Chester Cat hedral, 1841- 1877. 
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of the finest voices I have ever heard ••• so charmed was Sir Philip 
Wodehouse , Governor of the Cape , with Arthur Bid8n 's singing .. f 
Spohr's ·As Pants t he Hart" in the anthem at the Cathedral that he 
gave him a f ive pound note." 
When Par minter eventually r eturned to England, a Nir . Bindley 
was appointed ?recentor and he and Thomas became the greatest of fri ends . 
" ~ir. Bindle y had not anI y a good knowledge of Church music but was 
pos sessed of a pleasant tenor voice . During i~r . Bindley's Precentorship 
the Cathedral Choir made great strides and not only was the musical 
library l argely augmented and t he choral s ervices 
oratorios and cantatas were occasiona lly given in 
elaborated, but 
the Cathedral.,,(i) 
During Mr. Bi ndley's time and that of his successor , illr . Bur y, they 
sang Spohr ' s II L2St Judgement" 9 "Babylon lt 9 i.iendelssohn I s "Hymn of Praise~, 
Gaul's "Hol y City", Stainer 's "Mary Magdalene", "Crucifix i on " and 
"The Daughter of Ja irus", as well as "The Woman of Samaria" by St ernda l e 
Bennett . 
Charles Neumann Thomas did not get on quite so Viell with 
iVir . Bur y who succeeded Bindl ey as Precentor ; although he evidentl y 
knew more abo..lt mus ical matters than did his predecessor, he was 
"inclin8d to be autocratic and quick-tempered". He records i n detail 
the only one serious difference that they had during Bur y's reign: 
(i) Cape Times, July 10t h, 1923. 
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"It was after a rehearsal of · St . Mary Magdalene' ':Ihen 
he wrote me a lettN ciirecting my attention to certain pages 
of the work where my acconpani.ment had not pleased him and 
urging me to pr actise the specified pa ss age s more before the 
performance . I was naturally i ndignant, especiallY as I 
had devoted a gr eat <' eal of time to perfecti'! myself in the 
work and had been compl imcnted by memb(Jrs of the Choir on 
the excellence of th e accompaniments . I sent i'lir . Bury's 
1 etter to tho Dean and Chapt er a'!d a few da ys a ft erwards 
received from Mr , Bury a long l etter of apology for his 
hastiness. We wer e good friends after that." 
"Mr . Bury, the Precentor ••• was th e Founder and Progenitor 
of the Church Choir Choral Fest i.vals in 1882 . This first one was a 
huge success ••• the various church choirs proceeding up the old 
Cathedral centre ais l e with their banners, singing the Processional 
Hymn.,, (i) 
In addition to his other work Thomas took sevGral pupils for 
the organ and harmonium, among whom he names a liliss Steytler, Miss Long, 
Mr. Edward King, Mr . Stapleton and Mrs . Alder, the vl ife of the Dean, 
The Dean "was so very careful of her, notwithstanding that I was a sta id 
and married man that he r emained in the organ loft all the time his wife 
was haVing her le sson". Mr . King and Mr . Stapleton later both became 
well known or ganist s at Rondebosch and Kalk Bay respectively. 
Thomas showed a keen interest i n the state of Church Mus ic 
throughout the Cape and , after an extended tour of the Province, wrote 
a letter to the Editor of the Church Chronicle offering, as he put it, 
(i ) Cape Times, July 10th, 1923. 
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"a few remarks on some faults common t o purely amateur choirs 
and ••• to some where professional assistance is available" . It may 
be of some interest to quote fr om this letter, for it shows an acute 
awareness of many important considerations in the performance of Church 
Music, many of which are still often underestimated by Choirmasters 
today' 
"First and foremost, I would draw attention to the 
~esponses. They should be sung at much the same pace as 
if they were being deliberately said , and should not be 
drawled. The Amens in most Churches are simply horrifying. 
The meaning of the word (verily) does not seem to be taken 
into account at all. It suggests a decided and prompt 
acquiescence on the part of choir and congregation to t he 
words of pl:ayer or praise whi ch have preceded it, and 
therefore should no t be sung like a yawn, with a prolonged 
drawl on the f irst syllable and the mouth shut like a rat-trap 
on the last. The exact converse is what should be done, 
the first syllable being short and decisive and the last, for 
ma ximum effect, being eChoed off. 
Next, I desir e t o notice the chanting both of psalms 
and canticles. Great care should be taken that the words 
in the reciting portions of the verse are clearly and 
distinctly enunciated , and not slurred over. Organists 
will find it a good pl an to pi ck out for practice the verses 
of the psalms pr esenting the greatest difficulties for pointing, 
instead 6f - as is usua l - merely taking the opening verses 
and the f ew before and a f ter each Change of chant ... verses 
marked 'EE' are not meant to be sung slowly as well as softly. 
There should be nn slowing of the time unless so marked ••• 
Again, far too little regard is paid to marks of expression and 
the value of rests and pauses . No singing can be attractive, 
artistic or detlotional when these are ignored ••• "(i) 
(i) Church Chronicle' unidentified .date . 
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If, indeed, Charl es Neumann Thomas put his excel l ent 
ideas into effect at St. George ' s Cathedral, then he could honestly 
say as he handed over to Thomas Barrow Dowling that he fe l t confident 
that his successor would "not only maintain the efficiency already 
attained by St . George ' s Choir, but add materially to it; and at the 
same t i me , by his executive ability, intensify the beauty of the 
musical services which at the present time are so deservedl y admi red. ,, (i) 
Self- praise of his own ability at the organ was certainly 
not one of Thomas ' f3ilings o One fee l s that he was only too aware of 
his own shortcomings as a player of that instrument. When he retired 
in 1888, after having officiated for over t Vler1ty-five years as 
Organist of the Cathedral , he modestly said of his own abili t y' 
"I can lay no claim tu brilliar1cy of execution as a player, 
nor have I been able to devot e that time to the musical study necessary 
to the proficiency which you had a right to expect from one f ill i ng the 
important position of a Cathedral Organist. All I can point to as 
having merited your approval is that I have faithfully and conscientiously 
discharged my duties to the best of my ability, having endeavoured in 
accompanying the Choir to sink self and add what effect I coul d to 
their efforts; and, last but not least, to maintain cordial and happy 
relations, not only with the Deans and Precer1tors under whom it has 
(i) Cape Arau~, May 1st, 1888 . 
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been my privil ege to s erve, but with the members of the Choir ,,(i) ... 
Sur ely an almost perfect summary of what the church musician ' s 
temperament should be? No wonder the illuminated address pr esented 
to him on the occas i on of his r etirement bore the following testimony 
to the high esteem in which he was held: 
" ••• Your labours during a period of nearly thirty years 
.have been productive of very great benefit to the Cathedr al, 
which, for the dignity ann beauty of its services, stands 
foremost among the Chur ches of South Africa. We are glad of 
this opportunity of assuring you - and it is no mere idle 
compliment - that the congregation have a lways very heartily 
appreciated the untiring zea l and perseverance with which your 
work has been carri ed on ••• "(ii) 
After his r etirement from St. George ' s Cathedral Charles Neumann 
Thomas lived to a ripe ol d age and died on 29th November 1923, aged 
eighty-three . 
(i) Cape Argus, Ma y 1st, 1888. 
(ii) ibid. 
11. Charles Neumann Thomas and Thomas Barrow Dowling . 
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c) THOMAS BARROW DOWLING (1888-1926) 
There is a rather interesting corrospondence i n the Cape Times 
and Wynberg Times of October and November 1887 and February and March 
1888 in connexion with the appointment of a successor to Charles Neumann 
Thomas . 
The Wynberg Ti~~ began the whole controversy with an article 
on October 29th , 1887 which ran as follows' "SpeakinG of the Cathedral 
I am reminded that an organist for it is expected to arrive from England 
very shortly. Local applicants have been "ed to believe that their 
claims to the position will be duly conSidered, and even yet have not 
been given a refusal, while applications were called in England . A 
provisional selection was made and submitt ed for approval to Cape Town; 
it was favourably entertained at this end, but there was some slight 
hitch, and there had to be a reference back. The probability is that 
by this time the favoured gentleman is on the ocean near i ng our shore, 
while those responsible for the appointment have not had the moral 
courage to be candid to the aspirants for the vacancy who l ive here:,,(i) 
The Precentor, the ,<everend John Deacon, immediately wrote to 
both the Cape Ti~ and the Wynberq TiI1l.fJ§. and, in a letter published on 
(i) Wynberq Times, October 29th, 1887 
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November 2nd, pointed out that these statements were "utterl y 
without f oundation". (i) However, the Wynberg Times did not choose 
to . publish Mr. Deacon 's letter without comment and posed the following 
questions: "Is it untru e that Mr . Thomas has resigned his office as 
organ ist, or that a success?r has been sought in England , or that it 
i s expected one will start · out for the Cape immediately, or t hat 
appl i cations have been · r eceived in this Colony, .and th e applieants 
have been unabl e to r ece ive a · final reply , while 
the selection will be made i n. England?,,·(ii) 
it. is fully expect ed . 
Then in the CaDe Argus of November 3rd, 1887, the followin g 
r eport appeared: 
"At a spe<.i a l ve$try meeting held in St . George 's 
Cathedral Vestry on Friday afterooon, it was unanimously 
decided 0 offer the post of organist by cabl egram t o 
Mr. Percy ~;tl ll, organist and. choirmaster of Dswestry, and 
conductor of Mr . Henry Lesli e ' s(Ei) Choir. This gentlemon 
rec ei.ved hi s musical train i ng at the Nat i.onal Training 
School for Music, now the Ro yal Co ll ege of Music, under 
Dr. Stainer , Sir Arthur Sullivan and Dr. Br i dge , from the 
lat ter of whom he ha~ very high t est i monia ls, and al so 
from Dr . Stainer, Sir Arthur Sullivan, Mr . Henry Leslie, 
and Mr . G. Ga ffe, F.C .D. , and ~rganist of st. Alban's 
Abbey. Mr . Mull, on leaving the R.C.M . passed his final 
examination in all departments with honour .. In j ustic e 
to local applicants, t ogether with some 24 fr om Eng l and , 
who a l l received the most careful consider ation , it may 
be stated that the long de l ay in appoint i ng ar ose in the 
first place from a misunderstandi ng which necess itated 
fu r ther communication, and the result s were only r eceived 
by the ma il of Jan. 21. Ma ny other gentlemen with very 
(i) Cape Time s , November 2nd, 1887 
(E) Wyn berg Times, November 2nd, 1887 
(ill) Henry Leslie (1822-1896) , English conductor and 
composer. 
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high testimonials have applied , and t wo other names 
have been sent in to Messrs. Nove llo 8. Co., who are 
acting as agents in the matter , and who are instructed 
to offer the post to them in case any unforeseen ( ") 
circumstances shOUld prevent Mr. M-lll from accepting." 1 
Once ac"in the Wynberg, Times was moved to comment on the 
way in which this vacancy had been fill ed' 
"When, some time ago, I directed attention to the 
manner in which the applicants for the appointment of 
or ganist to St. George's Cathedra l vlere being treated, 
the Rev. Mr. Deacon rushed into print with a brief charge 
against me of havi ng made misstatements. I then asked 
him, as a matter of common honesty, to point out where the 
misstatements were , but this he declined to do. Subsequent 
events have proved that what I said was absolutely correct, 
with the trifling exception that the final choice had not 
been made and it was spoken of as a probability . • • While 
gentlemen within the colony were being assured that they 
would receive every consideration, the vacancy was being 
literally hawked about England, and after there had been 
several r efusals a young and comparatively untried gentleman 
was , fina l ly, induced to accept. There is no excuse possible 
for the want of candour - not to use a harsher expression -
displayed throughout thi s matter, and a most unmerited slight 
has been put upon men in our midst who possess every 
qualification . When Mr. Thomas resigned it Vias freely 
stated that there was no intention of supplying his place 
from ·the already overstocked ranks of organists in the 
colony , but at the time those who shOUld know denied the 
correctness of common report' it would have been in the(" ") 
interests of truth if such denia l had never been made. " 11 
It was at thi s stage that Charles Neumann Thomas himself 
joined in this correspondence , perhaps rather unWisely, seeing that he 
had been deeply involved in the selection of his successor . In a 
(i) Cape Argus, November 3rd, 1887 
(ii) Wynberg Times , February 18th, 18B8. 
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letter which appeared in the Cape Iime~ of February 22nd, 1888, he 
attempts, as he puts it, 
" to place a plain statement of fact • ••• before the 
public and leave them to judge whether the course of action 
adopted is not in direct contradiction of the V/vnberg Times ' 
version . In the first place, when I resigned the appointment 
of Organist at St. George's I felt it my duty to recommend 
the appointment of a professional Organist from England, at 
the same time informi ng the only two likely gentlemen to 
succeed me of the fact of my resignation in order that they 
might be first in the field with their applications. 
Advertisements afterwards appeared in the Cape papers notifying 
the vacancy, with the result that only three applications came 
in . Of these it is generally admitted that the one by far the 
most deserving of consideration '!las that of a gentleman styled 
as an amateur who for many years has proved unmistakeably his 
capac ity, not only as an organist, but also as a choir trainer. 
Fancy, however, the indignation of the profession had an 
amateur been selected to succeed another amateur. Of the 
two professiona l candidates the claims of one did not present 
themselves favourably, and the other, in the judgement of 
many competent authorities, had not, by his ?ublic appearances, 
or by his success as a private teacher, warranted any sanguine 
anticipation of his proving his fitness for the vacant post . 
So much, therefore , for one misstatement, that the whole 
affair was pre- arranged. The next step taken \'las to call 
for applications by advertisement in an E~glish paper. This 
is described in the Wynberg Times as hawking the appointment 
about England. The truth of the matter is that Messrs . Novello 
advertised thrice only in the Qaily T~leg~Qb, with the result 
that in response twenty- six applications were sent in, 
accompanied in the majority of cases with the usual references 
and testimonials , all of which were forwarded here, eight out 
of the number being se l ected by Novello as specia lly meriting 
consideration. The committee appointed by the Vestry to 
report to them nominated, together with the local applicants, 
three out of the eight as eligible, and their applications 
were finally considered at a full meeting of the Vestry . So 
far from it being the case that only a sham compliment was paid 
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to the profession here, each of the local candidates 
was propos ed and seconded at the meeting, and it was 
onl y after protracted discussion that it was decided 
to offer the appointment, in the first instance, t o 
Mr . i.iJll, a gentleman neither young nor inexperienced , 
and holdin~ unexceptionable references and testimon i als 
as to ability ." (t) 
A few days later the Wynberg Times replied to Neumann Thomas ' 
letter by saying that 
" •• • in his anxiety to say something, has made matters 
worse than they were before he broke the 'discreet silence 
and proves that he had no inconsiderable share in the 
performance of the i ll - planned farce of which complaint 
was made . He t ells us that when he resigned as organist 
of the Cathedral, he felt it his d~ty to recommend the 
'appointment of a successor from England. In the same 
.breath , he 3dvised two local gentlemen to be first in the 
fie.ld , .and this in spite of his r ecommendation to t he 
Church . authorities ~ Does Mr . Thomas think he was justified 
incadvising men to apply for an appointment when, unknown.to 
.them , he wa :> doing· his utm.' ·st t o prevent either being ' 
sueccssful? He must have known that his advice would, be 
taken as a timely and kindly hint, instead of being regarded 
as the hollow mor-kery it wa s . A little later · Mr . Thomas 
gives reasons why neither of the two who applied at hi s 
suggestion should be appointed, so that his method appean 
more 'extraordinary still . ' So much, therefore, for one mis-
statement that the whole affair was not prearranged ' ••• 
He denies that th~ appointment was hawk.ed about England , and 
so I suppose hairs are to be split in fi xing a def i nition of 
' hawking ' . I apply the expressioll to convey' an idea of What 
is being done when man after man is solicited to accept a 
<"ertain post . It is well. known that the de l ay in filling 
the vacancy arose from the number of refu.sals the.London 
agents for the Church met with, and after several months had 
be.en wasted i n fruitles s efforts to secure organists who would 
not ac.cept, f i nally it was resolvE:d to take a batch of thr ee " 
(i) Cane Times, February 22nd, 1888 . 
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names, and see if either one could not be induced to come. 
If th"t is not ' hawkinC) ' an appointment about , I shall feel 
under an obligation to an yone supp lying me \'Iith a better 
term. .. It is a mi stake to suppose that any amateur applied 
for thQ appointmerlt . I take it that anyone who plays for 
money is a prof ession , l, and such Mr . Thomas i s and others 
like him are ••• "(i) 
At this po int, Mr . John Dea con wrot e again to the 
Cape Time s to refute thes e claims which na d appeared in the Wyn berg 
" •• • With r ega rd to the mis - statGmGnts which have 
been publishGd ••• I have neither time nor inclination t o 
answer them a ll in detail; but one instance out of the 
r!a ny will suffice to show their gener al character, and 
whether there is much credit to be placed in them. It wa s 
as serted in the Wynberg Times of February 25th that 'it is 
a well - known fact t hat th e de l ay in filling the vacancy 
arose from the number of refusals mGt with , and after 
sever al months had been v'lasted in fruitless efforts t o 
secure organists who wou l d not accept", etc. Now, sir , 
thi s i s entirely fa ls e and mis l eading , as ~ill plainl y 
be se en from t he foll ov/inf) stat ement ••• On the 26th of 
July last, a lett er \'I .'S './ritten to a gentleman in London 
requesting him to do all that was necessary in the matter, 
and an answer was rec eived from him , dated August 18, in 
which he expressed his willingness to do so . Aft er nearly 
t wo full months came another letter i n ':ih ich he tol d us 
that a ll he had done lias to write to the or ganists of 
St . Pau l ' s and St. Andr ew ' s , Wells-Street, t o consult, 
und further to ansvler .Qllil advertisement . He concluded 
hi s l etter with this significant sentence, 'I quite 
expect you will engage a man on your side. ' ',Iho l ed 
him to expect so? So much then for the ass ertion in 
the Wyn berg_ Times that 'the 'lumber of refusals ' caused 
th e· delay . At mos t thor" could have been but .Qllil. 
Immediately on rec eipt of this second letter the 
(i) Wynberg Times, February 25th , 1888 . 
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committee decided to put the matter into the hands of 
Messrs. Novello, Ewer & Co. According to instructions 
they advertised three times in . one London paper . (This 
the (Jynberg Times calls 'hawking'), and within fourteen 
days had rec eived upwards (Of 20 applications from men who 
for the most part sent unexception 'lbl e references and 
r ecommendutions , many of them from the leading musicians 
and organists in England. From these several were chosen, 
together with the three co l onial applicants, and eventua lly 
three Were selected , and their names sent to Messrs . llovello 
& Co . , so tha t should unforeseen circumstances prevent one 
from acc epting, no time need be lost in securing one of the 
remai ning two. You will see, then, sir, that no 'fruitless 
efforts ' have yet been made to ' secure organists who woula 
not accept', and that at the most the appointment can only 
have been off ered to thre e men ... " (i) 
It \,Ias then that one of the unsuccessful "colonial" candidates, 
Mr . H.E. Stidolph of Wynberg , wrote to the Cape Times airing both his 
views and his grievances: 
" ••• whether I am justified in the view which I and others take , 
I will l eave you to judge by a brief statement of facts, which I 
can Verify by l etters in my possession, and by reference to the 
published correspondence. In the first place, I am not one of 
the local gentlemen to whom Mr. Thomas says he gave timely notice 
of his resignation, in order that they might be first in the 
field with their applications . I heard of ~ir. Thomas' 
resignation incidentally in the train from Dr . Beck a day or 
two after the vestry meeting had been held at which it had been 
'unanimously decided to act upon t he counsel given by the present 
organist and the Precentor to engage the services of a pr ofessional 
organist from England ' .(extract from l etter). The special 
committee appointed to carry out the sel ection of an organist 
met on July 22nd , when it was decided to write to Mr. Bolus 
asking him to ascertain if Dr. Stainer could recommend a 
gentleman for the post ••• At the same time , in deference to 
(i) Cape Times, 29th February, 1888 
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thG protests against getting another professiona l organist 
out here • • • it was decided to ins2rt advertisements in 
the C,pe papers notwithstanding the f act that it had been 
already decided t o engage a gentl ,,'nan in ~.l"land. 
Mr. Dea con's own le': '~ c:r proves this, f Jr upon the failure 
of Mr . Bolus to recommend a suitable mom , Messrs. Novello 
8. Co. were immediately written to, p:"'ovirlg conclusively that 
the committe" were car:r:-ying out a preconceived and settled 
plan. During all this time I anc.! my friends were told by 
f.iI'. Thomas himself, and by one of thE chur chwardens, that 
I stood as good a chance as anyone of obtaining the 
appointment, so that I maintain the local candidates were 
not treated ·" i th that candour which they had a right to 
expect. I know, moreover, for a fact that th e appo intment 
was offered to a friend of mine in England , a professional 
organist, but was declined by him 011 the r lea of his not 
caring to leave England at his age. One paragraph in 
Mr. Thomas: letter I must refer to briefly . It speaks of 
the other professional candidate, who ' in the judgement of 
many competent authoriti es had not, by his public appearances 
or by his success as a private teacher, warranted any 
sanguine expectation of his fitness for the post '. This 
most ungenerous and sma ll-minded par&graph can hardly refer 
to me, as I am happy to say that the Most Rev. the Metropolitan, 
the Very Hev . the Dean, t he Rev. John Deacon, Precentor, 
Mr. A. Biden, and Mr . Allen, have each and all upon various 
occasions expressed their opi nion as to my fitness for the 
post. If t:1e paragraph does r efer to me, I ilm at a loss 
to conceive who ar e the 'compet8nt 2uthorities ' mentioned 
therein, and I can onl y sa y that, with t :1e opinion of the 
above-named gentlemen in my f il vour, I am content to lose 
the appointment upon the judgement which can be of little 
worth, of any other SO-Culled, and probably prejudiced 
' authorities', whose opinions s e"m to have over- Jcighted 
those of as many of t he above more exp"rt judges as had to 
vote in the election."(i) 
Mr. Deacon was not slow to answer :,ir. Stido lph I s letter and 
the same day wrote to the Cape Ti~es "to correct one or two mistak es 
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in his ,letter of t oday . In the first place, he must have been 
misinformed of the ' fact' that the appoin t ment was actua lly offered 
to, and declined by, his friend . The gentleman to whom we wrote 
certainly , as I said, answered one advertisement in the Church Times, 
but he could scarcely have offered the post to anyone, seeing that 
he had no authority to do so . As a matter of fact , if the post wa s 
thus offered and dGclined it was without authority from the COl!'.l1ittee, 
to vlhom the' fact' is utterly unknown . There is one other statement 
which needs correction. I allude t o the assertion that it had 
' already' (i.e . when the advertisements were sent to the CapG papers) 
' been decided to engage a gentleman in England.' It was .!lQj: so 
decided until January 28th , and the decisioll lias published in the 
papers on the followin g day ,, (i) ... 
A footnote added to t his letter by the Editor of the Cape Times 
at last closed the corre spondence on the subject and the last reference 
to the matter appGa,'ed in the Wynberg Times on March 3rd, 1888 - a reply 
to the Precentor ' s letter to the Cape Times of 29th February as follows: 
"Adopting the same line as Mr . C. Neumann Thomas, the Rev . 
Mr . Deacon finds great fault with me for asserting that the 
appointment of organist to St. George ' s Ca thedral was hawked 
about England, and in doing so makes a full admission 
(probably unwittingly) of the correctness of the real charge 
in thi s unfortunate matter. ',,'hat I in the first instance 
complained of wa s that appli cations wer e called in this colony 
(i) Cape Times, Ma rch 2nd, 1888 
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for the incumbency of a certain office when there was 
not the slightest inte~tion of accepting an y one of them, 
but to secure a man from England. Mr . Deacon chose to 
characterize my remarks as misstatements, and when asked 
to point out a singl e inaccuracy, he had not a sufficient 
sense of what i s due even to an owl to attempt substantiation 
of his sweeping general charge. What are the facts, 
according to his own show ing? ' On the 26th of July last, 
a letter was written to a gentleman in London requesting 
him to do all that ':!as necessary ' , is Mr . Deacon ' s own 
admission in speaking of the steps taken to secure an 
organist for st . George's, and how he can, in t he same 
breath, deny the justice of my comments must remain in 
hidden mystery . This gen,tleman - Mr . Bolus, for many 
years a valued member of St. George's Choir - evidently 
thought, after due enquiry, that his old friends might be 
sufficiently well served by looking nearer home. In t he 
first instance he accepted the trust and took counsel with 
the organists of St . paul ' s and St . Andrew ' s, but aft er a 
lapse of two months wrote back a letter in wh~ch was thi s 
significant passage: ' I quite expect you lIill engage a man 
on your side .' It is ungenerous of Mr . Deacon to im;:>ute 
to Mr. Bolus a gross breach of an important trust, and 
those who know the parties will say it is unjust: it is 
quite certain he gave r ea sons for his expectation, and it 
would have been more ungenerous to have published them 
also, even if they did not rece ive consideration by those 
to whom they were address(,d . The answer to Mr. Bolus was 
that Messrs. Novello, Ewer 8. Co, were immediate l y written to, 
to advertise the vacancy, so that Mr. Deacon, while denying 
my accuracy, absolutely proves it . Now as to the quibble 
about the appointment being ' hawked ' about, I repeat that it 
was . For two months Mr . Bolus and the gentleman he had asked 
to assist him were trying to carry out the duty imposed upon 
them, but fai l ed , owing to those asked declining . Admitting, 
as Mr . Deacon asks us to, that there \'laS onl y one refusal, it 
is not going too f ar to say that many sui t able men were 
sounded, and did not formally decline because it was found 
to be of no use asking them. Now Mr . Deacon can scarcely 
deny that in the l att er part of October the Cathedral 
authorities fully expected to receive a wire to the effect 
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that an organist was on the point of starting , and that 
they were sorely disapno inted . Where , then , was the 
cons i deration of the l ocal applications? It has taken 
seven months to obtain an eligible man, two sets of people 
have successively be0n engaged in the s9 lection , and even 
at the last instructions had t o be issued to take anyone 
of three candidates. If this is not ' hawking ' an 
appointment, it is onl y because it is not possibl e to 
' hawk ' one, but after all this issue does not affect the 
main charge, which is virtually admit t ed. " (i) 
So ended the lon g and protracted correspondence about the 
appo i ntment of Neumann Thomas ' successor: j,:r. Per(Oy Mull declined the 
post when it wa s eventuall y offered to him and one "of the two other 
r emai ni ng applicants whose names had been sent to Messrs. Novello, 
Thomas Barrow Dowling, \'las 'offered the post and dul-y accepted . 
Thomas Barrow Dowling , who served St . Georg'e ' s Cathedra l 
longer t han any other organist, '.'Ias born on Ma y 31st , 1861 at Over 
Wallop in Hampshire . Very l i ttle is known about the early musical 
training he received , for he seems to have come fropJ a family without 
any nbvious musical g.ifts. Hm'lever, it was certainly his having been 
associated as a choirboy with Salisbury Cathedra l (under John Elliot 
Richardson, Organist 1363- 1881) and its music that developed within 
him a deep love of Church and choral music and determined his fu~ure 
career . He Was educated as a choirboy at the Salisbury Cathedral 
Grammar School and after wards at the Salisbury High.School where he 
finished his formal educati.on in 1878 . 
._--------------
J . , 
/1 . 
12 . Thomas Barrow Dowl ing 
(from an oi l sketch by P. Tennyson Co l e - 1914) . 
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At the age of eighteen he became Organist at St . Matthew 's 
Church , Sydenham Hill in London, and at the same time studied at the 
Roya l Academy of Music (1880- 1884) . In due course - in 1902 , after 
he had been at St . George ' s Cathedral for fourteen years - he WaS 
elected a Fell ow of the Roya l Academy (F.R.A.M.) , an awar d limited to 
one hundred and fifty distinguished past students . After he had 
finished studyi ng ~t the Academy, Barrow DoViling left St . Matthew 's 
and was appo inted Or ganist and Choirmaster at st . Philip's Church , 
Regent Street, London , in 1884, a post which he held for the next f our 
years. 
"During his stay in London he had worked up an excellent 
connection in singing and pianoforte lessons, besides conducting several 
suburban chor a l societ i es . Although his studies at the Roya l Academy 
were chiefly piano, composition and the ' cello as an orchestral instrument, 
he always had a very strong leaning to and love for the art of s i nging 
which he studied and t aught before he l eft Salisbur y." (i) 
As we have already seen, Thomas Barrow Dowling was eventually 
appointed to succeed Charl es Neumann Thoma s as Organist of St . Geor ge 's 
Cathedra l in 1888. Shortly before sailing for Cape Town, he married 
Marion Grant , an equally fin e music i an, whose assistance in many of his 
musical undert ak i ngs was to prove invaluable . 
(i) Cape Times, 6th Sept ember, 1926 
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In an articl e by 3arrow Dowling entitled "Mus ic at the 
Cape fr om 1860 to 1912" which appeared in tho Cape Times of Jul y 10th, 
1923, he gave some of his early impressions of St . George ' s Cathedr a l 
and its music when he first arrived in Cape Town: 
"When I arrived, the Reverend John Dea con wa s Precentor 
and ther e was a St . George ' s Choral Society with Mr . Deacon 
a s conductor and Mi ss Bau as piani st . Mozart ' s ' Twelfth Mas s ' 
was performed in the Cathedral shortly after I arrived . 
The chorus, I r emember, was qu ite good and we ll balanced . 
I have indeed a keen recol lection of my f irst hearing of the 
Cathedr al Cho i r that Sunday morning, April 15 , 1888 , which 
impressed me very much as regards the pur ity and refinement 
of the voices and their rendering of a diff icul t service; 
Garrett i n D, and a portion of Spohr ' s ' Last Judgment ' for 
the Introit. I f elt very seriously that I had come out to 
fill a pos i tion with a f i ne, not t o say splendid , tradition 
behind it, and talent and musicianship in its pr esent personnel . 
My pr edecessor had been a man of attainment s with a sound 
Cathedral upbr i ng i ng and knowledge ." (i) 
It was not long befor e Barrow Dowling began to make a 
consi der ab l e impression on the musical life of Cape Town. "ImmediatelY 
on his arrival i n Cape Town he became conduc t or of the Suburban Choral 
Society, and during his first four years of office, he put through 
about ten performances with this society in Clarel!lont . There was no 
City Choral Society at that time but Dr. Barrow DO~'Jling successfully 
reorganised t he Cape Town Choral Society and in 1891 amalgamated it with 
the Subur ban Society under a new title of 'The Combined Choral Societies 
of Cape Town and Suburbs ' ." (ii) Among the man y choral works he 
(i) Cape Times, J uly 10th , 1923 . 
(ii) CgRe Times, Sept ember 6th, 1926. 
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conducted were works by Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn and Ber lioz, 
sung at an annual musical festiva l. It was d these festivals that 
Cape Town had the opportunity of hearin£ some of the world ' s best 
singers who had been especially brought out to South Africa . 
Sir Charles Santley (1834-1922), "the gr eatest British baritone of 
his day" (i) , Visited Cape Town and sang the title part in a 
performance of Mendelssohn ' s "Eli j ah". One of Barrow DOI"/l ing' s 
obituary notices states that Santley was r eputed to have said that, 
outside London, he had never sung to such an excellent chorus as the 
Cape Town one trained by Barrow Dowlin" . 
Another notable achievement was his performance in 1909 of 
Gabriel Pierne ' s (1863-1937) musical l egend "The Children's Crusade" , 
which was given with six hundred children from all the High Schools and 
the Training College . For this performance the composer wrote him a 
personal letter of thanks from Paris. 
However , Barrow DOWling never allowed these outside activiti es 
to impair his work at st . George ' s Cathedra l wh ich was a lways hi s first 
love . In an" article in the Cape Times ehtitl ed "A Personal Tribute 
to Dr. Barrow Dowling ", written shortly before his death in 1926, one 
of Neumann Thomas' daughters wrote. "The beauty of the Cathedral 
services has delighted not only regular members of the congregation 
(il Scholes. "Oxford Companion to Music ", p.81l. 
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but visitors from allover the subcontinent and overseas, and 
world-wide fame."(i) many have been his triumphs with artists of 
Her father, too, r:rote glowingly in his own "Recollections" 
in 1923' "One of the chief attractions at Capo Town from a musical 
point of view is the singing of the Choil' at the Agnlican Cathedr al. 
Visitors from Europe and from the Dominions are unanimous in their 
tribute of praise. The Organist, Dr. Barrow Dowling, who has 
directed the musical services for over thirty-three years with such 
signal success, is most heartily to be congratulated on his 
indefatigable and enthusiastic efforts to obtain the splendid results 
achieved '" Th£, boys in particular give evidence , in purity of tone, 
voice production and enunciation, of their careful sel ection and 
subsequent training ••• As a teacher, chorus master and choir trainer 
he has no equal ln the Union , and the reputation of the Choir of 
St . George ' s Cathedral reaches far beyond the shores of South Africa." 
A letter full of praise both for Barrow Dowling and his 
Cathedral Choir, signed ' G.B. ', appeared in the C?pe Times of March 20th, 
1891. \'Jritten from St . George ' s Hotel, this visitor to Cape Town 
shows "the very great pleasure ••• experienced at hearing the 
beautiful rendering of the musical portions of the services at 
St . George ' s Cathedral. I am aware that the boys have daily practices, 
(i) Cape Times, December 14th, 1926. 
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when naturally something considerable is expect ed of them, but in 
much larger centres~ and with far greater facilities 9 I have knovvn 
results nothing like so satisfactory as in the present instance. 
As an amateur choir I consider that of st. George 's Cathedral very 
far above the average , in fact, almo st unique 0 •• the singing by the 
Choir, generally~ of piano passages (a most difficult attainment) is 
simply charming. It only remains for me to add that I consider Cape 
Town most fortunate in possessing, as they do at the Cathedral ••• such 
a delightful choir 9 and ••• in Mr. Dowling, an organist worthy of the 
beautiful new instrument recently erected by Hill, who not only excels 
as an executant of high order, but possesses that still rarer 
attainment, viz., a judicious discernment as an accompanist. I may say 
finally that the above remarks are not based on a limited experience, 
for being a lover of church music, I have t aken every opportunity of 
hearing the best, not only in London, and at our English Cathedrals and 
Colleges, but in very many other parts of the globe.,,(i) 
Barrow Dowling left practically nothing in the way of original 
musical compositions g a five-fold "Amen" for use after the blessing at 
the end of a service and an occasional piece written for the opening of 
the first Union Parliament in October 1910, incidental music entitled 
"The Finale, 'The Progress of Prosperity', a Masque ' of Consummation 
and Consecration." 
(i) Cape Times, March 20th~ 1891 
1 
I 
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The short Amen was published in the service book of the 
Cape Town Diocesan Church Choirs' Association in 1910 and is an 
innocuous setting in the Victorian tradition with a rather cloying 
chromaticism in the treble part in bar six: 
.. ~ '. 
.. , 
- .,IT 
The incidental music for the finale of the Masque9 "The 
' Progress of Prosperity"? (apart from the final "Te Deumt') exists only 
in chorus part form and unfortunately no copies of the full score or 
accompaniments have survived. The first three sections are solo 
songs and it is difficult to assess thoir merit from the vocal part 
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only. The words~ especially written for the occasion by Francis 
Hartman Markoe$ are of rather poor literary quality and the attempt 
to introduce an element of pastoral and classical imagery produces 
an unintentionally comic effect aS 9 for example!) in the first lyricg 
ItHence~ ye dreary night-nurs'd crew, flee away~ 
To this place prosperity comes today. 
Comes with Union's grace to crown the flowering of the seed, 
Long .sown by heroes of the past. 
In token itshali last and, waxing great and yet more 9reat 
entWined, 
Support an Empire's fate • 
. Then derry, derry~ dey, 
Let 1 s all · make holiday and, with the spirits of the land, 
Attend her on her way. 
Come, all her rich resources 1 gold-bearing water courses~ 
Come~ y& vine~clad valleys, yield your Wealth ~o • 
. Pluto and Pomone'·s treasure mix'd with Bacchus all divine." 
The concluding setting of the "Te Deum lt (see page 83a) is a 
very straightforward piece of four-part writin99 kept simple presumably 
because it would have been sung by a massed choir composed largely of 
amateur and inexperienced singers. One interesting point is to be 
found in the last section, where Barrow Dowling sets the words 
--------------.~-
j~-
13. \lTe Deum" 'composed by Barrow Dowling in 1910. 
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"0 Lord, let thy mercy be upon us", instead of "0 Lord, let thy 
mercy liqrrtenupon us" ~ a curious error for a church musician who 
would have been more than familiar with the words of the ''Ie Deum", 
Thomas Barrow Dowling had the distinction of being the first 
musician in South Africa to receive a Lambeth DoMus~) The award of a 
Lambeth degree is in accordance with an ancient custom whereby the 
Primate of All England is empowered to confer degrees in Arts, Letters, 
Law and Ivlusi'c on distinguished servants of the Anglican Church. 
When Dr. Barrow Dowling died on September 5th~ 1926 the 
Caoef\IqUs wrote of him~ "Freshness and an unwearying enthusiasm were 
among the doctorts most obvious characteristics, whose deeper qualities 
included a love of his art, which caused him to make of his life one 
long sacrifice of himself. He lived for musiC, and his life-long 
devotion has largely determined the taste of Cape Town. It would 
indeed be difficult to find any other single person whose influence has 
had such effect in building up a refined taste throughout the country.,~ii) 
The Deants tribute appeared in the Cape~Times of September 6th, 
and spoke of him as "vigorous and enthusiastic, he threw himself heart 
and soul into his work and pastimes, although the former left very little 
time for the latter. Choirboys loved him, but they knew he could 
express disapproval of slackness just as forcibly as he could praise 
(i) In 1903 
(ii) Cape Argus~ September 6th? 19260 
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merit and endeavour •• 0 during his long residence in South Africa 
he had made hosts of friends, and leaves a name which will be 
remembered with deep affection and high esteemolt(i) 
In St. George's Cathedral there is a memorial tablet placed 
on a pillar below the organ? bearing the following inscription g 
"To the glory of God and in memory of Thomas Barrow 
Dowling, Mus. Doc., F.RoAoM., who died September 5th, 
1926~ For thirty-eight years Organist and Choirmaster 
of this Cathedral. By the vigour of his personality, 
his power of leadership, and his unflagging zeal, he 
made music a nohle accompaniment to worship and did 
worthy service to the City of Cape Town. Lest a 
devoted musician~ faithful friend and loyal citizen be 
forgotten, this tablet is placed by those to whom he 
was well beloved." 
(i) Ca~Tim~s, September 6th, 1926 
14$ Alban Hamer at the console of the Cathedral organo 
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d) JAM~S ALBAN HAMER (1926~1952) 
James Alban Hamer was born on the 25th January 1882 at 
Leeds, Yorkshire$ His musical career began at the age of seven 
when a school music inspector, giving sight-singing tests at the 
Middle Class School where Hamer was a pupil, discovered that he had 
a sensitive ear. This inspector spoke to the boy's parents and 
advised them to give their son a musical training. A piano was duly 
bought9 young Alban was given his early lessons by his mother, and at 
the same time joined the Choir of Leeds Parish Church which was noted 
for its fine musical tradition. 
Under the tuition of Mr. Benton, the Organist, Hamer's 
musical talent was developed to such good effect that he became a 
soloist whose voice was much in demand at choral performances 
throughout the North of England, and he appeared together with such 
distinguished singers as Ada Crossley, Agnes Nicholls, Walter Hyde 
and Robert Radford. The fees which he received for these and other 
performances were wisely banked for him by his father and, by the 
time he was sixteen, they were sufficient to pay for his further 
musical education. 
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When his voice broke, he went on to the Leeds College 
of Music where, on the recommendation of Dr. Philip Armes (1836-1908), 
Organist of Durham Cathedral, he intended to train as a solo pianist. 
However, an ever-increasing int erest in the organ and its .music and 
the realization that the organist's life is less precarious than that 
of a concert pianist, eventually persuaded him to concentrate on the 
former instrument. 
This change of allegiance was also largely due to the 
influence of~ and his friendship with, Sir Edward Bairstow (1874-1946), 
then Organist at Leeds Parish ' Church ' (1906) and later Organist at York 
Minster (1913-1946). He began lessons with Bairstow and~ within ' 
nine months 9 secured his first appointment9 as Organist of St. Mary's 
Church~ Tonge Road, Leeds. As well as holding this post, he acted 
as Bairstow's assistant at the Parish Church. 
It was at about this time that the youthful Hamer was 
faced with the unenviable task of playing the organ continuo part in 
Bach's IIMass in B Minor ll at a performance conducted by Sir Charles 
Villiers Stanford~ at only a few hours' notice. This took place when 
the Choir of the Leeds Philharmonic Society, of which he was a member, 
visited Manchester to sing the work with the Hall~ Orchestra. At the 
afternoon rehearsal the official organist was unable to play because 
'·1 
. ! 
, I 
1 
1 
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of illness, and Hamer was pressed forward by his friends to play 
the work at sight, and also at the evening performance. 
In 1907 he became an Associate of the Royal College of 
Organists and three years later a Fellow. From St. Mary's Church 
he went to the Parish Church at Adel, and then in 1913 moved ' to All 
Souls' Church in Leeds~ where he remained for the next seven years. 
In 1920, on the recommendation of Bairstow~ he was appointed 
Organist and Choirmaster of Bloemfontein Cathedral, which carried 
with it the post of music master at St. Andrew's School there ll 
During his six years in Bloemfontein Hamer played an 
active part in the musical life of the Cityg he organized many 
concerts, trained and conducted the local Orpheus Club Choral 
Society for performances of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, and 
gave regular organ recitals, the proceeds of which went to the 
founding of several scholarships for choirboys at St. Andrew's 
School 0 
He came to Cape Town on several occasions to adjudicate 
at the annual Eisteddfod and during one of these visits he was 
called upon, at short notice, tJ deputize for Dr. Barrow Dowling 
at St. George's Cathedralo 
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On the latter's death in 1926~he was invited by 
Dean Parsons to become Cathedral Organist and Music Master at 
St. George f s Grammar School, a post vvhich he readil y accepted. 
Hamer's abilities were soon recognized i0 Cape Town 
beyond the sphere of School and Church Music and it was not long 
before he was appointed to the staff of the South African 
College of Music, where he taught Harmony and Counterpoint for 
twent y years e In addition, he lectured at the Teachers' 
Training College at Mowbray, visited three schools as singing 
master and also gave private lessons. As well as training 
the Cathedral Choir 9 he Was for a time Conductor of the Cape 
Town Municipal Choral Society. 
During his years as Cathedral Organist, Hamer gave his 
fullest support to the Cape Guild of Organists and was president 
for three termsg 1929-30, 1940-41 and 1945-460 
Despite the demands made by all these varied musical 
undertakings, Hamer's true dedication was~ without any doubt~ to 
the Cathedral and its music o . It has been said of him that his 
chief joy in life was the accompaniment of the Cathedral Sunday 
services? and indeed, throughout his long career at st. George's 
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15. Extract from "Arts in South Africa" about Alban Hamer (1933-4) 
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he strove to maintain and improve the fine tradition handed 
down by his predecessors. His special ability to .train and 
mould boys' voices brought St. George's Cathedral Choir a 
reputation not only in South Africa but also in England. 
Hilary Chadwyck-Healey? now (1967) a Vice-President of the 
R.oyal School of Church Music, visited Cape Town and wrote in 
the July 1933 edition of the magazine English Ghurch Iv1usicg 
"My experiences of visiting choirs and of interviewing 
choirmasters more and more tend to convince me that by far the 
greater portion of the credit for a keen and efficient choir 
must be given to the organist and choirmaster, and I am equally 
certain that the gentlemen and boys of Cape Town Cathedral Choir 
will be the first to give a general acquiescence to this 
statement and, with me, point to Mr. Alban Hamer, FoRoCoOo as 
. the man responsible for the satisfactory state of affairs 
existing there... I have attended several services in the 
Cathedral and there have been occasions when great heights of · 
artistic effect have been scaled and I was peculiarly impressed 
by the boyst voiceso Whether their quality is due to the 
climate of Cape Town, or to the training they r eceive, or whether 
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1 t waspartl y because I h.7}d been out of touch for some months 
with this class of music, I do not know;) but I never remember 
to have been so impressed ~ith boys' singing as with that of 
Cape Town. 1I 
These eulogistic remarks made by a prominent English 
Church musician are of great interest as they provide an impartial 
and informed ~valuation of Hamer's work. Chadwyck-Healey comnented 
as favourably on one of Hamer's annual performances of Bachts 
"It was my privilege to take part in this Choir's 
performance of Bach's "St. Matthew Passion n , and the renderings 
of the solo parts by the boys were the loveliest I have ever 
listened to, The men's parts also deserve commendation and the 
general vocal tone sounded very good. It struck me that here were 
singers who were musicians as well, and this was particularly 
noticeable in the Passion Music. The result of such a combination 
of qualities was the production of an excellent choral ensemble, a: 
result brought about also by devoted attendance at choir practice 
and Sunday services,lI(i) 
It is therefore not surprising to find that when his friend 
Sir Sydney Nicholson (1875-1947)1 at one time Organist of Westminster 
,Abbey 9 founded the Hoyal Schoo 1 of Church Music in 19279 Hamer was 
(i) Article signed HFCH: "Affiliated Choirsg No.ll. 
StQGeorge's Cathedral~ Cape Town"9 pp.73 ... 74 9 
English Church Music~ Vol. III No.3, July 1933, 
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. appointed the Area Representative for South Africa, a position 
which he uhdertook with his customary enthusiasm and drive. 
Within a few years he was able to report that every Anglican 
Cathedral in South Africa which possess ed any kind of choir hid 
affiliated to the Royal School of Church Music. 
In 1937 the Archbishop of Canterbury conferred on Hamer 
the degree of Doctor of Music in recognition of his services to 
Church Music. 
Throughout his long service in Cape Town, Hamer was in 
constant demand as an adjudicator at eisteddfodau and vocal 
competitions, not only in his home town, but throughout South 
Africa and Rhodesia. He was especially enthusiastic in his 
encouragement of choral music among the Cape Coloured community, 
who he claimed were by far the most responsive to his advice, 
strictures and suggestions for improvement in their earnest desire 
to bett er their efforts. He loved to officiate at their local 
choir festivals and competitions, and often cancelled or postponed 
quite important alternative engagements in order to be able to do so$ 
He unfailingly demanded his professional fee in advance, simply so 
that he could return it either in prizes or some other means of 
financial encouragement to a project which meant so much to him. 
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With such a busy musical life, it is har dly surprising 
that Hamer had little time for musica l composition and left only 
two pieces of choral musicg a setting of the Evening Canticles 
(Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis) in F, and an anthem, a setting of" 
Psalm 1279 "Except the Lord build the house". 
Neither of these two works is of any particular musical 
distinction, especially if one compares them with the main stream 
of church music being composed in England at the time. Hamer 
seems to have caught very little of the spark of his teacher, 
Sir Edward Bairstow? and in his two pieces of church music we find 
none of the inspiration~ strength or mysticism to be found in, for 
example, Bairstow's fine anthem, "Let all mortal flesh keep si1ence"o 
In f act, both of Hamer's works are far more typica l of English Church 
music of the late nineteenth century and are characteristically 
"four-square" in conception and construction. 
EoHo Fellowes(i) 9 when discussing Victorian church music 
talks of the "dominating influence of the eight-bar phrase", as 
followsg "This influence had its origin in the great classical 
school of instrumental music~ and many of the lesser composers of 
vocal music fail ed to perceive that verbal phrases and rhythms, 
varying in l ength, shOUl d not always be ma de to conform to so rigid 
(i) The Reverend EoH. Fellowes, Minor Canon of 
st. George's Chapel, Windsor, an authority 
on English Church music and editor of much 
Tudor music (1870-1951) 
". 
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a system.. This is especially the case in setting the English 
Canticles to music.,,(i) 
Hamer's setting of the Evening Canticles shows many of 
the faults which characterized Victorian church music (for example9 
trite themes~ rathsr obvious and weak imitative writing~ 
unadventurous key schemes~ etc.), but by far the greatest criticism 
which can be levelled at him is the insensitive way in which he 
often sets the textg 
.-I~~J r I f) E 0 I ~_JJ J I J Jr· r I ffEr r I 
. Fo~ HE _ HATM 'lE"; "'-ltD , - EO' TH~ lOW - lI- HESS OF IllS - .. ,,""-
If;~ r ir , I 
M"'~ - 1£". 
The "tyranny of the eight-bar phrase" often meant that 
words had to be repeated simply to fill out all the extra notes, 
sometimes with unhappy results. For example, in the "Gloria" of 
Hamer's "Nunc Dimittis" his repetition of the words, "as it was
9 
it was in the beginning", produces what Sir Donald Tovey once 
referred to as lIa strange theological dogma, that of the chorister's 
Fortieth Article of Religion.,,(ii) 
(i) E.H$ Felc1owes~ "English Cathedral Music from 
. Edward VI to Edward VII", po2l5o 
(ii) Sir Donald Toveyg "Main Stream of Music", pol5. 
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His s etting of Psalm 1279 "Except the Lord build the 
house"~ is a work of which Hamer was · said to be very proud and 
it was~ in fact9 sung as the anthem on April '2oth 9 1947 when 
the Royal Family (King George VI, Qu een Elizabeth and the two 
Princesses 9 Elizabeth and Margaret) att ended Matins in St. George's 
Cathedral. 
. A report in the Cape Times (21 st AprilJ 1947) gave 
a full account of the occasiong 
"Dr. Alban Hamer~ Organist and Choirmaster~ accompanieq 
the service at the organ t He composed the music for the anthem, 
Psalm 127, and, at her request~ the QUeen was given a copy of it 
at the end of the service .. ,,(i) 
This work has many of the weaknesses which characteri ze 
his setting of th e Evening Canticles, for example the rather 
(i) Cap~ Times, 21st Apri19 1947 
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unfortunately comic effect produced by the sequence at the words 
"like as the arrows"g 
.--'-------,----- - ---;-- - .----- --- ._---------.,....-------
-. . ~ 
s 
AS Ttlf At-l6WS 1M TIle ~.",,1) ~F Itt! (,I-ANT, LtKE" A~ nt£ d:o. 
t " 
~ . 
Howeverp it is given an effective unity by the repetition of 
the opening eight bars in the middle and once again at the end. 
It would otherwise have been rather disjointed and sectional on 
account of the numerous changes of tempog no less than five 
changes in seventy-five bars of music. 
Perhaps it was because he was only too well aware of 
his limitations as a composer that Alban Hamer's musical output was 
so small. His gifts obviously lay in the field of choirtraining 
and organ playing and during his distinguished career at St. George's 
he, perhaps more than any other organist, built up a very fine 
tradition and reputation? not only for himself but for the Cathedral 
Choir. 
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In an interview which appeared in the Q.ill2~ Arqus of 
December 16th ~ 1950~ Dro Hamer said that he hoped to remain at 
Sto George's as long as he had the strength to climb the sixty 
steps to the organ loft. In a way these words proved to be 
prophetic for, on March 22nd, 1952 9 he played for two weddings 
in the Cathedral and died in his car while ~riving back to his 
home in Sea Point. As the Precentor wrote in an obitua±y 
notices "it seemed fitting that in the last hour of his life on 
earth he should have been at the organ in St. George's Cathedral~ 
where for just over twenty-five years he had presided as Organist 
and Choirmasteroll(i) 
(i) Good Hope~ Vol.II, No o 5, May 19520 
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PAR T III 
THE MUSIC IN STo GEORGE'S CATHEDRAL 
We have already seen (pages 47-55) that between the 
years 1834 and 1863 very little, if anything, of musical value 
was achieved at St. George's. The organists came and went with 
such regularity (the average length of service for an organist 
during these years was only ~ years) and had such difficulty in 
even ~stablishing a choir that this is not at all surprising. 
When we come to consider the music sung at Sto George's 
Cathedral from 1863 to 1952, the picture is on the whole also a 
somewhat depressing one~ especially during the first hundred 
years, and certainly up to the time that Alban Hamer became 
Organist. The blame, however~ cannot be laid entirely at the 
door of those responsible for the choice and performance of music 
at the Cathedralo The music sung at St. George's always ~ and 
rather naturally - reflected the taste and vogue of the music sung 
in English Cathedrals~ though usually a few years behind the times. 
Charles Neumann Thomas, Thomas Barrow-Dowling and Alban Hamer had 
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strong links and associations respectively with Chester 
Cathedral, Salisbury Cathedral and York Minster, and their 
own taste in Church music was entirely influenced by what they 
had heard and learnt before coming to South Africa, and during 
their occasional return visits o We must remember 9 too, that 
they lacked the two modern media of wireless and recordings 
which are, in many ways, responsible for improved taste and 
standards, notably in the field of Church Music. This, 
coupled with the fact that during the 118 years under 
consideration there were only three organists at Sto George's 
who made a really worthwhile musical contribution, helps to 
explain why the type of music performed there tended to be more 
than conservative and unadventurous. It is not surprising that 
this should be the case if one con~iders that, for almost ninety 
years, the personal taste of only three men was to decide what 
music was sung and played at Sto George's Cathedral. 
However, to understand the situation fully it is 
necessary to look briefly at the condition of Church Music in 
England during the mid-nineteenth centurY9 Since the time that 
Handel had dominated the musical scene there had been no 
English composers of outstanding geniuso In fact the position 
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which Handel had held so firmly in England during the eighteenth 
century was soon to be taken by three other continental composers -
Mendelssohn, followed to a lesser extent by Spohr and, later 
still, by Gounod. These three composers made a tremendous 
impact on musical England with the r esult that the national 
composers were completely overshadowed both by them and by their 
music. Indeed, so stunning was th e blow that these three composers 
unwittingly dealt to English Church Music that it was not until 
the beginning of the next century that it began to show signs of 
a renaissance. 
Mendelssohn's oratorio "Elij ah" rec eived its first 
performance in the Town Hall, Birmingham in 1846, under the 
composer's dir ection. Its i mpact on the critics and public was 
trcwendous, and the enthusiastic press comments stand comparison 
with those r eceived in our own time by Walton's "Belshazzar's Feast" 
and, more rec ently, Britten's "War Re quiem". It is very 
. significant to note that, r eferring to the first performance of 
lIElijah";I The Times of August 25th 1846 said: "The last note of 
"Elijah" was drowned in a long continued unanimous volley of 
plaudits, vociferous and deafening o Never was there a more complete 
trlilloph - never a more thorough and speedy recognition of a great 
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work of arto ll The very fact that it was immediately placed 
next to Handel's "Mes siah ll in popularity is added t estimuny 
to the affection in which the work was held. Composers in 
England began soon to imitate the Mendelss'ohnian idiom~ 
unfortunately absorbing the cloying sweetness of his most 
f acile writing and reproducing the weakest fea tures of his 
style, without the addition of any spark of originality_ His 
influence was also widely felt in Cathedral Music lists, where 
many excerpts, solos and choruses, from the oratorios "Elijah", 
"Sto Paul" and "Christus lt found their way as anthems into the 
standard repertoire at Matins and Evensong. 
Another f amous visitor to England at that time was 
Spohr, whose luscious oratorios had already become fashionable. 
To quote Fe llowes, he "was an older man, but late in life and 
at this same period he earned the admiration of the English 
peopl e to an extent which was far out of proportion to his actual 
worth as a composero Nevertheless his influence on Cathedral 
music wa s considerabl e o His harmonic i diom was seductive, and 
composers fell to the use of chromatic chords and modulations 
which induced effects of prettiness and sensuousness rather than 
beauty" Excerpts from 'The Last Judgement'!) for example, 
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loomed l ar ge in Cathedral lists throughout the r est of the 
cemtury, and such trivialiti es as his 'As pants the Hart' 
(") 
were extremely popularoll 1 
Next came Gounod, and with him the cloying sentimentalism 
which ;:Jervad es both his own Church music and that of his lesser 
imitators. Whil st in London he paid many visits to the Church 
of All Saints, Margar et Street, famous for its music and 
cer emonial and 9 in admiration for the English Church Iviusic 
tradition, he unfortunately produced a flow of undistinguished 
Engli sh anthems and setvicesll Hi s imitators only needed to be 
shown the way, and soon the many new publishing houses in 
London wer e producing at very r easonable prices a flood of 
ecclesiastical trivialitieso Operatic, dramatic, full of 
charming melodies~ rousing marches and thundering diminished 
sevenths~ these products of the Victorian era marked the nadir of 
English Cath edral music from which Cc Hubert H. Parry, Charles 
Villiers Stanford and Charles Wood eventually began to r escue it 
at the beginning of this century. 
Perhaps the best way of clearly illustrati~g these 
depressing trends in English Cathedral music is to quote a music 
(i) Fe llowe s~ ibid. p.221 
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list from an unidentified English Cathedral!) lVJa y 31 to June 6, 
1896~(i) 
Trinity 
Sunday 
Monday 
M. Sullivan in D 
Kyrieg Sullivan in D 
Creedg Goss in D 
Eo Stainer in B flat 
M. Tours in F 
Eo Tour s in F 
Tuesday M. Pl ainsong 
Olien's voices 
in the r;10rning) 
E. Russell in A 
Wednesday M. Nares in F 
HolY9 Holy Lord God 
of Hosts 
Spohr 
I saw th e Lord 
- Stainer 
Teach me thy way 
- WaH. Gladstone 
o come 9 let us worship 
- Nk:ndelssohn 
Let all creation 
... jl,kmdelssohn 
Wherewithal shall a 
young mun? 
.. Elvey 
Eo Nares in F On Thee each living soul 
Thursday M ... Barnby in E 
E. Barnby in E 
Friday Ll . Tallis (Om:'ian) 
Eg Tallis (Dori an) 
Saturday M. Wesley in F (chant) 
Et Walmisley in D minor 
Fellowesg ibid. p.259 
-
Haydn 
See what love hath the 
-
Nlend.elssohn 
Stand up and bless the 
-
Goss 
Lighten our darkness 
- W~H. Gl adstone 
o Father~ blest 
- Barnby 
o how amiable 
- S.S. Wesley 
Father 
Lord 
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On reading through this list one can see only too 
clearly the picture of Victorian Church music at the end of 
the nineteenth centurYG Of th e great names in English 
Church Music from the time of the Tudor composers and the 
Restoration 9 only the Tallis "Dorian" service is represented t 
The rest of the works that make up the list come largely 
from oratorios by Haydn9 Spohr and Mendelssohn and 9 needless 
to saY9 works by contemporary compos ers such as BarnbY9 Goss, 
Stainer 9 Sullivan and Tours. 
There were of course composers during the Victorian 
period whose antherns and services have stood the test of time 
and which r ema in in the English Cathedral repertoire to this 
day, alongside the music of the composers of Tudor times 9 the 
Restoration period and from the twentieth centuryc The two 
names which immedi ately spring to mind are Thomas Attwood Walmisley 
(18l4-l856)~i) whose setting of the Evening Canticles in D minor / 
is one of the classics in the whole Cath <:.~ dral tradition9 and 
Samuel Sebastian Wesl ey - described by Fellowes as "one of the 
(i) Walmisley was appointed Professor of Music at Cambridge 
at the amazingly youthful ago of 22, and was an early 
champ ion of Bach as well as of the serious study of the 
history of music in the University. 
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conspicuous figures in English Cathedral Mus ic of all periods 0.0 
the great est English Church musician between Purcell and Stanford". 
Wesley's charact eristic idiom combines the cl arity of the older 
English style (his organ accompaniments, for example;> are written 
with great attention to det ail and near ly always independent of the 
voice parts) with some of the chromaticisms so beloved of Spohr 
and his followers; but Wesley's own unerring taste and his passion 
for the music of Bach never allowed him to degenerate into the 
sentimental of lIsug2ry"~ 
From the list quoted above, it is evident that the work 
of these more inspired composers of the Victorian ag·e found a place 
in the music lists of EnglishCathedrals~ even though it appears to 
have boen a f ar more limi t ed pla ce than that of the more popular 
and transitDry work of the time. Unfortunately, however, this 
influence did not spread as far as £ape Town, and the music sung in 
Sto George!s Cathedral reflected to a very great extent the 
deplorable trend of taste which char acterized English Churc~ l music 
of this era o 
UnfortunatelY9 there is no complete record in the 
Cathedral Archives of the music sung at the Sunday services, and it 
is only occasionally that the newspapers of the time printed details 
(i) Fellowesg ibid. pp.203~ 2050 
(1' 
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of the Cath edral Music o However 9 from what information there 
is available 9 it is not difficult to piece together a picture which 
wh olly fits in with t ho contemporary English Church music scene. 
Here are iJ few ex.cerpts from the music lists of June and July 1885 ~ 
which clear ly illustrate the tYP l? of music sung in the Cathedral 
at that time g 
June _72 )885 g 
iVla tinsg 
Evensongg 
Julv 123 1812.2~ 
Matins g 
Evensongg 
J~Jl V 26 2 )885 ~ 
Matins: 
Evensongg 
Service g 
Introit~ 
S ervice~ 
Anthem~ 
Tours in F 
Psalm V 
- Lft Colborne 
Tours in F 
In humble f aith 
- Go Mo Garrett 
Servic 02 Garrett in D 
Anthem: Blessed ar e th ey 
" Tours 
Services Calkin in B flat 
Anthem g Send out thy light 
- Gounod 
Service: 
Anth2m ~ 
ServicGg 
Anthemg 
StainGr in E flat 
Source of a ll ligh"c 
- Hauptrnann 
Lloyd in E flat 
Wherewithal shall a young man 
Elvey 
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It is a lso interesting to note that, on Christmas Day, 
1886 9 the choice of music for the Choral Communion Service wa s 
Gounod J s "j'viesse Solenelle". 
It is not without interest to note th at in these Cape Town 
Cath edr al lists, taken qui te at random from thos e avail able 9 
s evcT(ll items from the English Cathedral list (on page 103) quoted 
by Fr:.: lloWGS are to be found 9 pr c)sumab ly particular f avourites at 
that time (viz", Tours in F9 and the Elvey anthem )c 
As a further illustration of th e type of music sung and 
played at St~ George ' s9 here i s Cl progr amme given by Charles Neumann 
Thomas and th e Cath edr al Choir at a r ecital on Ma y 26 9 l885g 
2 . 
4 " 
50 
9 0 
10 0 
110 
Introduction and a llegr0 9 in th e anci ent 
Andante from loth Trio C> Q '" 
Of fertoire in G o Q • 
La Dove o \) 0 • Q • 
Sacred Song z tlTh ere is a Gr een Hill" 
(Mro To Wa Allen) 
Air de Louis Treiz o 
Fantas i a in C minor and G major 
Du et and Chorus from Der Lobg (:; s ang 
(The Cathedral Choir) 
Andante 
Romanc \.:: o 0 • 
" \) 0 
Kyrie El eison from First Ma ss 
C> " 0 
\) 0 Q 
I) <> ., 
• ., 0 
• 0 0 
· . " 
.. " 0 
styl e 
Reissigen 
E ehi . Lott 
Nlozclrt 
Gounod 
Ghys 
Tietz 
Nlendelssohn 
Dr9 Spark 
Gounod 
Haydn 
(i) Pr e s~1ab ly a misprint for Fr ancis Edward Ba ch~ (1833-1858)9 
born in Birmingham, a fine pianist and prolific composer? a 
pupil of Sterndale Bennett and of several great continental 
t ea cherso 
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As wo have seen on page 61, oratorios and cant at as 
were performed from time to time in th o Cathedral under the 
direction of CharL.:s Nellmann Thomas - not during services, but 
a s we ekday "sacred concerts" so beloved of Victori an and 
Edwardi an audi enc es . Unfortunately her e , too, the music 
performed cons i st ed l ar gely of the l os ::, worthwhil e ef f usions 
of contemporary composorsg Spohrts "Calvary", "Last Jud gement" 
and "Babylon"? Gaul's "Holy CitY" 9 Stainer's "Cr ucifixion", 
"Nlory MagdCl l ene", and liThe Daughter of J airus" , Sterndale 
Benn ett's "Th e Wowan of Samari a"g 
It ma y be of interest to quote a few excerpts from 
the r eport of a per f orma nc e of Spohr's "Calvary" which wa s given 
in th ~:: Cctthedr a 1 on August 17, 1886 9 fo r it gi V '2 S some i ns i ght 
into the st andar ds of t he day_ Especi ally interesting i s the 
r ef er enc e to an accornpanimGnt of pi ono and orga n and t he 
inter polation of Hand elts Halleluj ah Chorus 2t the end g 
"Th e long antici pa t ed perfor mance of th e 
oratorio 'Calvary' took pl ace l as t evening in 
StQ GoorgG 's Cathedral, which~ in spite of the 
wet wea ther, was fill ed by a l ar ge congr egationo 
The chorus , consisting of members of t he Cathedral 
Choir and l adi es and gentl emen who kindly volunteer ed 
t heir servi ce s , numbered about 70 voices D Ii.'ir. Neumann 
Thoma s occupi ed hi s usua l s eat at tho organ, and 
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Miss Stevenson played the pianoforte, th e ~ddition 
of which wou l d have been more effective had it been 
in better tune with the former instrument ••• It is 
not our intention to give a lengthy and detailed 
criticism of the performance of th e work, inasmuch 
as we do not think it comes within the scope of th e 
critic to animadvert upon a performance of this kind 
given in a place of worship, on behalf of a work of 
char ity, by amateurs ••• We ma y say then th at the 
oratorio was on the whole admirab ly given, the chorusos 
being sung vvi th remark2ble steadiness? and, considering 
the chromatic character of many of them 9 with commendable 
correctness of intonat ion .00 To our mind there were 
two mistakes 000 one was th e interpol ation of a hymn 
bet ween the two parts of the orat2rio for tho purpose of 
th e offertory, and the other was the addition of the 
'Hall eluj ah Chorus' from the ' Mess i ah ' at the 
conclusion." (i) 
It was on Thursday 22nd December 1887 that an 
important musical event took place in St .. George's Cathedral -
a performance of the Christmas part of Handel's "Ivless i ah" by the 
Cathedra l Choir, assisted by th e Choral Society and other friends 
(90 singers). Although only twenty-one sections of the work were 
performed (accompanied by Neumann Thomas at the organ), it W:"'lS 
quite a substantial portion of the oratorio and the fir s t time 
th at such a con s idE?r ab le excerpt of HMe ss iah" had been sung in 
St .. George's. Although the press comments were , as usual, 
eUlogistic to say the least, one finds a few critical comments 
which are perhaps the key to a true assessment of the st~ndard 
(i) Cape Tirn~g August 18, 1886 
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of the performancG~ 
"The chorus 9 'And the glory of th2 Lord' , was 
sornewhat drowned by the organ , , ascribable, perhaps, 
to nervousness on the part' of the performerse" (i) 
liThe choruses were once or twice deficient in 
attack, but tho leads were well t aken, except in 
'For unto US'.II (ii) 
There was another especially noteworthy occasion in 
Sto Georg o's Cathedral ' on November 4, 1887. This was the 
' Diocesan Choir Fostival in which 261 singers from the combined 
choirs of tho Cath Gdral, Claremont, Rond obosch, Woodstock, 
St. Johnrs~ CapeTown, St. Mark 's , Capo Town, Salt River, 
Simonstown Stellenbosch, Zonnebloem, Durbanville and Kalk Bay 
took part. /-\s the g.9.QQ:J1rQus of November 5, 1887 wrote~ 
"Th l:? immense body of singers with the swelling 
notes of the organ produced a grand effect, and the 
sight when the surpliced choristers had taken their 
places, occupying the whole of the space in front of 
the altar, the ordinary choir seats besides a number of 
additional benches, and a large portion of the middle 
(;lisle of the Church, was very impres sive." (iii) 
Although the music was, as one would have expected, by 
composers such as Garrett, Barnby, Dykes,with th~ inevitable 
'excerpts from Mendelssohn' s IIHymn of Praise", the importance clOd 
( i) .Q.QRe_Iimes ~ December 23, 1887 
(ii) CaQQ....,P.:rg1!.§, : DecGmbGT 23, 1887 
(iii) Cc:tQ2...6f:9US ~ November 5, 1887 
J 
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effoct of such an event should not be underrat 0d . It was 
probab ly one of the r are occasions on which many of the l esser 
choir s could s ing such compar atively elaborate music under 
f avourable circumstances (that is, in a l arge church with more 
experienced singers, under a trained musici an), and the f act that 
the choirs were obvious ly prepared to come fr om distances as f ar 
af i eld as Simonstown, Durbanville and Ste ll enbosch in 1887 
shows how much these occas ions were appreci at ed by th e choir 
members ~ 
-------~~----
In many wa ys Thomas Barrow-Dowling, during his tenure 
of offic e, continued the trad itions es t ab lished by his 
predecessor at St. Georg c is Cathedra l. Educat ed in the 
mus ica l atmo sphere of th e provincial Engli sh Cathedra l of 
Sali sbury in the 1870' s , it was inevitab l e that his t as t e 
should have been con s iderably influenced by the type of Church 
musi c he had sung and hear d during hi s early and impress ionab le 
years o 
. ! 
-l 
t· 
\ 
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During his time at St. Georg~'s Cathedral the Sunday 
r epertoire. consisted almost exclusively of the music of 
contemporary Victorian composers. One cannot help observing 
that, even though most of this music has failed to stand th e test 
of time, yet at least in its day it was given the benefit of 
actual performanc e o Only through its own inherent deficiencies 
did it f ail to measure up to the standar ds of later generations, 
and so f allout of the repertoiree How much of the music sung 
in Cathodrals and Churches today is as r epresentat ive of 
contemporary trends as was th at sung a hundr ed years ago? 
The a~swer i s obvious; and of course this is almost entirely on 
account of the excessive musica l and technica l demands often 
made by present-day compo ser s on performers and listeners alikeo 
Most Church or even Cathedral Choirs would not relish the task of 
t ackling a pi ece of twe lve-tone chora l music. Nor, one f oar s , 
would the avera~G congregat ion prefer such a piece to any 
Victorian anthem one would care to name! But this is another 
problem, out s ide the scope of this pre sent chapter. 
On studying th e available music li sts of Barrow-Dowling 
one fails to find any r epresentative pieces of fin e Tudor or 
Restor2.tion music? but when we remember that Gt this period 
i 
.J 
I 
.; 
1 
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Church lVlusi c in Engl and W2 S ('1.t its lowes t ebb, it is not 
surprising that Barrow-Dowling's service lists should have 
r ef l ected this unfortunate state of aff airs. Her o aro five of 
his music lists, taken from December 1891 and May 1909 (the . 
earli er years of his t erm of office at Sto George ' s) and 
October 1925, tho ye ar before he di Gd ~ 
Choral Eucharist: Introit~ 
Scrvico ci 
Chora l Euch arist~ Introit 6 
Scrvic o ~ 
Ev c?t1s ong ~ Servic eg 
Anth c~m ~ 
Bonedictus 
- Gounod 
Sta iner in A 
Chri st is not entered Int o 
th o holy pl aces 
- E2ton Faning 
Stainer in A dna 0 
['!la nn in A fl ~: t 
Lord, Thou 3rt 
God alone 
- I'/lend e l s sohn 
(St .. P~i. ul) 
Evcnsong~ 
Even song~ 
M2tins~ 
Evensongg 
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Servic e ~ Gadsby in C 
Anthem: He is rison 
",. Gddsby 
Service~ Gadsby in C 
Anth2m ~ The Lord is my 
strength 
- Goss 
Service : Cnl kin in B fl at 
Anthem~ Sweet is thy mercy, 
Lord 
- Barnby 
Servi ce : Ca lkin in B fl at 
Anth em: Th e Earth i s the Lord's 
- Frimmel l 
S ervice~ St ainer in B fl at and D 
Anth em;; Thou wilt k eep him 
- Wesley 
Scrviceg Luard Solby in F 
Anth em~ How lovely ore thy 
dWG 11ings f dir 
- Spohr 
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It is perhaps sUff,icient comment on the obvious 
lack of development in musical taste and progress simply to 
state that when Dr .. Barrow-Dowling was directing these 
performance~of Stainer and Spohr at the end of his career in 
1925, Charles Villiers Stonford had alre2dy been dead for a year~ 
Vaughan Williams was 53, Holst 51, Herbert Howells 33, William 
Wal ton 23 9 and Benjamin Britten a boy of 12~ 
When we come to consider the org an music performed 
at r ecitals and services during the Victorian and Edwardian 
period, we must remember that it W2S the age of the organ 
transcriptiono It was more fashionable to play transcriptions 
r ather th an origina l organ music o Much of the orchestral 
repertoire W2S arr ang ed for the organ by such great Victorian 
organists as W.To Best, of Liverpool (1826-1897), and played 
at recitalso Once again it must be remembered that this 
fulfilled a definite need in the musical life of the time. 
Without radio and r ecords, and without th e large number of 
resident orchestras we have today, much of the great orchestral 
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repertoire would have gone unheard by the average music lover~ 
had it not been for such organ transcriptions. So it is not 
surprising that Barrow-Dowlingts 6hoice of organ music should 
reflect this current vogue. In one recital programme, for 
example , we find included such works as Gounod IS "Ivlar che ivli Ii tairel!! 
the Ra chrna ninov Prelude in C sharp minor 9 and a TonG Poem enti tled 
"Ranz des Vaches ll by Oliver Ki ng! 
Although we find the inevitabl e performances of 
Gaul's lIHoly Cityl! in July 1890 and Spohr's "Calvary" in 1891 9 
nevertheless Barrow-Dowling was not without th e spirit of a 
musical pioneer . Perhaps one of the most amazing achievements 
of his whole career in Cape Town was a performance of the major 
part of Bach I s "St. fviat th ew Passion ll in StD George! s Cathedr <J l 
on March 20, 1894 - the first in Cape Town, and possibly the first 
in the whole of the African Continent. Wh en one considers the 
type of religious music commonly performed at the time, it is 
quite remarkable that the greatest of a ll sacred compo s itions 
shou l d have been performed in Cape Town at that time by a 
musician so deeply steeped in the atmosphere of Victori an Church 
musico This was ind eed a l andmark in all the musical history 
,I 
j 
' .. t.' 1 
. .. ~ 
J 
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of Cape Town. But hore, of course Barrow-Dowling had before 
him th e pT2cedent set by IVkmde ls sohn in 1829, when he gC:'ive hi s 
memorable performance of the "Sto Niatthow Pass ion" in Berlino 
When one remembers how Mendelssohn took countle ss liberti os with 
Bach ' s music (such as cutting all the sections not directly 
relating to the Pussion and "filling out" th (? ins trumentation), 
one cannot help wondering what libert ies Barrow- Dowling took on 
thi s occ E:1 sion ~ NeverthC?less~ whatever th e libert i es taken 
or the standard of performunce attained , it was no mean 
achievement to have performed 47 of the 78 sections in those 
early days in Capo Town . The loc a l newspapers were suitably 
impressed~ 
"The originat ::)rs of l as t ni ght' s performance 
ar c to be congratul at od on their valour in atta cking 
so very arduous a work. In tho alto solos 
Mrs o Griffith Vincent displayed a thoughtful and 
intelligent study of th e music 9 her best effort 
being perhaps the beautiful ar ia 9 ' Grief for sin ' 9 
in which the lovely sequ enti al p ~s sages were brought 
out with telling effect . i'ilrso Edward LU lls!) who 
took the soprano parts, was at her best in tho aria 
' Although mine eyes with tears o' er flow' 9 the so lo 
being mat erially assisted by u fine accompaniment on 
the swell r~eds . In the chorale ' 0 Lord , thy love 
unbounded ' tho Choir rose to the occasion, and 
j 
1 
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they a lso' gave an expres s ive rendering of the 
chorale 10 Father , lot Thy will be done' 9 a 
superb piece of writing in a minor key, at the 
close of which the 1i5;2rg.iL..QQ_Pi.£.§.r.gi,g, for which 
in thi s, as in his other works, 8ach t s prede liction 
is manifest , is brought out 0ith the happiest 
r esults 000 The organ ac companiment was played by 
Mra Dowlingo In hi s accompaniment to the 
chora l es and some of th e solos, the orgnnist 
displayed both t 2st e and skill, but th e accompaniment 
was occasionally too prominento There was a large 
attendance, the majority of the congregation being 
ladi es o" (i) 
With this first performance of th t"? "St~ Matthew 
Pass ion" in Cc: pe Town, Barrow-Dowling established a tradition 
of an annua l Pass i ontide performo.nce which was m(.1intained by hi s 
succ essor, Alban Hamer, right to the very eve of hi s death in 
19520 
Alban Hamer was the inheritor of a Victorian 
tradition, both from his boyhood days in Engl and and a lso 
nt St. George's Cathedr a l when he took over from Thoma s Barrow-
Dowling in 1926 .. In many ways his musical t as te, and 
cert ainly hi s f ew composi tions, r ef lect thiso As we have seen, 
(i) Cape Argus ~ 21 March? 1894 
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however, at an early age he fortun ately came under the 
influenc e of Sir Edward Bairstow, th e Organist of York Minster. 
Some of Ba irstow's compo sitions, particul arly his unaccompanied 
motet s , r evea l a mysticism th at has far more in common with, 
for cx ampl e 9 some of Parry's "Songs of Far ewell" than with 
any of the r ather s ickly "piety" of the typical Victori an styl e , 
and it was natura l that the young Alban Hamer should have been 
influenc ed by thiso 
His formative ye ars, however, wer e during the great 
period of musical renaissance in England at the beginning of 
this century. Both Parry and Stanford were prime movers in this 
r eb irth of Engli sh music, and through their influence on their 
many pupils - notably Vaugh an Williams and Herbert Howells -
th ey began the awakening of a new fr eshne ss and vitality in 
English Church Music. On e only has to think of the 
di st inguished Briti sh compo ser s of this century who have taken 
Church Music seriously - Vaugh an Will i ams 9 Gustav Holst, 
Herbert Howe ll s, Willi am Harri s , Edmund Rubbra, Wi lli am Walton 9 
Michae l Ti ppett and Benjamin Britten - to see how l asting their 
influence has been. 
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The service lists of St. George's Cathedral in 
Hamer's time show an awareness oj this renaissance of English 
Church Music, and services and anthems by Parry and Stanford now 
begin to make their appearanceg 
Mat insg 
Evensong~ 
Matinsg 
Evensongg 
Matins~ 
Evensong~ 
Serviceg 
Anth0m~ 
S2rvice~ 
Sorvice~ 
Anthem~ 
Service~ 
Anthem~ 
Service~ 
Anthem~ 
Service~ 
Anth em~ 
Alcock in B flat 
Sleepers, wake 
- Mendelssohn 
Walmisley in D minor 
The sorrows of death 
- IVlendelssohn 
Noble in B minor 
Teach mo, 0 Lord 
-
Attwood 
Smart in F 
0 gladsome light 
.- Sullivan 
Stanford in A 
Teach us, 0 Lord 
~ Healey 
St2nford in A 
Hail, gladdening light 
-
Martin 
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Choral Eucharistg Service~ 
Evensongg Service~ 
Anthem~ 
Choral Eucharistg Service~ 
:t:vensong~ Scrvice:l 
Anthem~ 
iViatinsg Service~ 
Anthemg 
Evensong~ Serviceg 
Anthern~ 
Harwood in A fl at 
Huntley in E flat 
o how gloTious 
- Harwood 
Kitson in E flat 
John Ireland in F 
Judg e Eternal 
- Stanley Marchant 
Lloyd in E flc}t 
Lord~ for thy tender 
m~:r cie s ' sake 
- Farrant 
Wa lmis l ey in D minor 
Ev\?ning Hymn 
.. Balfour Gardiner 
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A careful study of these and other lists which appear 
between 1926 and 1952 show that Alban Hamer's musical horizons 
remained fixed during thi s time. Despite his occasional 
holiday visits to Engl and when he must have had the opportunity 
of meeting f ollow church musicians - notably his good friend 
Sir Ernest Bu llock (born 1890 ), a fellow pupil under Bairstow 
dt Leeds and York, and Organist of Westminster Abbey from 
1928 -1q41 - and of hearing cont empor ary treMds, his t aste 
r emained a lmost stubbornly rooted in tho past . We look in 
v~ in, for instance, for mus ic by composers such as Vaugh an 
Williams , Holst and - mo st important - Herbert Howells (born 1892), 
who was perhaps the great est sing l e influenc e on Engli sh Church 
Music during th e? years wh en Harn er was Orgi:mist of Sto George's 
Cath edr al. 
. ;~ Apart from the serv ice mu sic, Hamer carri ed on the 
traditi on establi shed by his predeces sor of performing the 
Bach "St. Llo tthew P2ssion" at P2ss iontide each ye ar. In 
addi ti on to this he a l so rogul arly performed Br ahms' "Hequi em" 
at All Souls ' tide. By t oday' s standards th ose performances 
would probably have been consider ed inadequate in many ways: 
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for exampl e , l argo portions wor e omitted 9 th e entire 
orch estra l accompan iment was pl ayed on the organ (e~cept in 
the contralto ar13 9 "H.::tve mercy 9 Lord? on me " 9 wheJ,"~e 
Mro Elli e ~arx9 l oader of the Cape Town Municipal Orchestra, 
would ploy tho violin obbli g=\ to) ;; solos were sung by mombers of 
th~ Choir, and there was no conductor . At some ear 1 y ,oer f ormanc es 
the Evn nge list's part was even read by ono of th o clergy, th ere 
being prc>sumably no adeql12 t e t enor soloist ava il ab l e . N ~)v c,>rthe l ess , 
in a time when r ecor dings and r ~dio wor e not th e import ant medi a 
and influence that t hey ar e tod~ y, th ese r0gu l ar efforts no doubt 
filled a definit e nOQd in the cultura l lif e of Cape Town - as 
witness th e: enthus i C', stic prGss reports~ 
l1 Bach ' s St c I\ia tth ew Pass ion, which \tVClS sung by the 
Cat~edr a l Choir, conduc ted by Mra Alban Hamor, l a st night9 
i s a work pr esenting enormous difficulti e s to the sma ll er 
bodi es; and it says a groat deal for ~r . Hamer ' s har d work 
t ha t he shou ld h ~ve given u s such a con s i stGntly satisfactory 
pC'yforrnance eo. 
II 0 0 0 Th e choruses were sung smooth lY9 cosily and 
r2v2rently, with a j ust ba l anc e of r estraint and emphasis; 
and tho so loi st s We-TO a ll singers whose experienc(> of 
devoti ona l music enabl ed th em to croa t e 2 con s istent and 
satisfying intorpi et ation 
11 000 Mr. Alban Hamer did a ll ho coul d to help his 
s ingers fr om the or ga n, and gave a very good ac count of th e 
' orchestral score ' ~11 (i) 
( i ) ~£12§L.J~.lli.§. (undated - from cuttings in tho 
iVluniments Room, recogniz.able by th c;' print 0 
1937, the year in which Hamer r eceived his 
Do c -tor0te~) 
Cathedral 
Date before 
Lambeth 
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We have ~ lr e~dy seen (page 90 ) th at Hilary Chadwick-
( i ) He nl ey - W2S greatly i mpressed with the musi c he heard in Capo 
Tovm . After this visit he wrote: 
" It Vv2S my pr ivil clgC:' to t ake purt in this 
Ch oirt s performance of Bach ' s St Q Matth ew Pass i on , 
ond t;12 rend erings of th e so lo parts by th e boys were 
the 10v21iest I have ever li stenod t oo Tho men ' s 
p'::'lrts o.lso descTve cOfilrnendat i on 2nd t ;1 C: general vOC2. 1 
tone sound ed very good . It struck me that hero were 
s ingers who were musicians 2S we ll, und thi s was 
p2rticu l arly notic2~ble in th o Passion Mus ic. Th e 
result of such a combinati on of qualities was t he 
product i on of an excellent chora l ensemble 9 a result 
brought about a l so by devoted attend ance at choir 
pructicos and Sunday s0rvices ." (ii) 
On r ead ing th i s and the many oth er eu logi stic comments 
about the organ i sts, th o music and th e ch oi r at St . Georg e ' s 
CathedYJ l which appear in print over th e yoars, one cannot help 
wondering eX2 ctly VI/ha t vvere th e sti.:mdQrds by which those wore 
judgod o Certuinly over th e past dec2dos criticism of art has 
become more Jnd mor e un 2.rt in its elf. Today wo live i n an age 
when musi c21 critici ~l i s a speci~liz ed br ~ n ch of th o musica l 
profession, and , ideally, th e highest sta ndar ds are app li ed when 
~;. ny performc: nc 0 is judge;d by G cri tiGe Ma ny of th e comments 
(i) J-:\ VicC? - Prosident of t he Royal School of Church Lilus ic. 
( i i ) llr tic L~\ s i g n od H PCH g A f f iIi () t ec'Cl Ch 0 ir s ~ N ~. 11, S t 0 Gsa r g c; f s 
Cathedr al, Capo Town" ; pp .73-74, Engli sh Church Music 5 
Vo l. III, No . 3 , July 1933. 
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which appe~rGd in the loc a l pro ss in connexion with the music 
at St o George ' s Ca th edr ~ l seem to be more in the nature of 
appr eci ations or report s r ather th an music a l criti ques o 
Perhaps~ too, som2 of the undoubtedly exagg ~rated 
tributes fr om visitors at th e time may well be the r e sult of 2 
cert a in r e l axation of their critic ~ l f aculti es . H2ving been 
confined f or severa l wee ks to a small and probably uncomfortable 
st82mship, passengers with any music a l interes t mu s t have been 
so r eli eved t o find any mu s ic at all in the principa l Ang lic ~n 
Church of th c.? "Colony" that th c'y would con s i der as excellent 
anything t ha t was merely compet ento It mu st a lso be remember ed 
th at, t o t he newly- arrived vi sitor a tt ~ nd ing St . Geor ge ' s 
Cath edr a l f or th e first time , the appear anc e of a surpliced 
choir, compl et e with ch oirboys in Eton c o ll ~rs, wo uld provide tho 
fin a l ~uth entic t ouch and link ("lith " horn e "" 
In thi s pr esent se lf- sa ti s fi ed age , however, it is a ll 
t oo c~ sy to di smi s s as mer ely mediocre th e e ~rnest endeavours of 
throe worthy music a l pi one ers at Cape Town Ca th edr a l~ On pap er9 
and out of context!) tho mu s ic ;] l achi evements of Ch arl es Heumann 
Thom~ s, Thomas Barrow- Dowling and Alban Hamer moy seem scant or 
, j 
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even nogligible~ but t he esteem in whi ch they were held 
during their own time, and the trad itions th ey fostered and 
maintained according to tho sta ndards and t as t e of their day, 
are important in the cultural history of Cape Towno Without 
them, and th oir efforts, th e musical history and development 
of the Mother City would indeed have been th e poorer. 
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